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SECTION i - INTRODUCTION

i.I PURPOSE

The Attitudinal Survey Data Analysis System (ASDAS) is a system of computer

programs. It is designed to analyze the raw numbers generated by a sociological

survey (the Community Noise Assessment Social Survey) and produce from them a

-- series of concise, meaningful reports. The system is administered by the

State and Local Programs Division of the EPA's Office of Noise Abatement and

Control (ONAC). In conjunction with the Acoustical Data Reduction and Noise

Optimizatlon (N01ZOF) computer programs, ASDAS makes up the data processing end

of a larger system of data collection and data processing protocols. This

i larger system is called LISTEN, an acronym for Local Information System to

Evaluate Noise. (Strictly speaking, LISTEN refers only to the data processing

end of this system, but the term is often used to refer the system as a whole).

LISTEN enables a community to determine _he most effective combination of

noise control measures to employ, given:

• The nature and distribution of noise sources within

-2 the community

• The extent and manner in which noise affects the

eommunlty_ s residents

o The budgetary limits imposed on the community's planners.

Figure 1-1 shows ASDAS' relationship to the rest of

LISTEN.

1.9 OPERATIONAL ENVIRON}._NT

ASDAS runs on the UNIVAC iii_ computer under the EXEC 8 operating system

' l ! as implemented at the EPA's National Computer Center (NCC), Research Triangle

Park, North Carolina. The following system processors are also required:

i • SPSS (Statistical Package for ghe Social Sciences)

Version 7.2

i
l

• The University of Maryland text editor (identified as

US*ER.ED on the NCC system)

All FORTRAN programs were compiled using the UNIVAC FORTRAN V (release 4RI)

compiler.

r
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i. 3 SYSTEMS CONFIGURATION

It is anticipated that the system will be run at a remote site. Therefore,

_ in addition to equipment and software listed in 1.2 above, a remote card

reader and line printer will be needed. Information on interfacing this

equipment with the UNIVAC Iii@ computer is available from MCC user support

personnel. Appendix A contains a list of NCC contacts.

1.4 USER PROFILE

: It is intended that this system be run by EPA or EPA contractor data entry

-- personnel. No programming experience should be necessary to use this manual

and the system correctly. It will be advisable, however, to have an experi-

enced programmer available in case any questions arise.

1.5 NOTATION CONVENTIONS

-- This manual follows the standard practice of presenting all user supplied

, , information in lower case when shown in a runstream example. Information that

is standard for all users and that must be punched as given in the example is

k _ presented in UPPER CASE.

File names under the UNIVAC EXEC 8 operating system are composed of two parts -

: a qualifier and a name, and are written in the form qualifier name. If the. 2

qualifier is omitted it is assumed to be the same as the proj-ld.

: 1.6 CARD CODES

-- See Appendix D for information on possible card code conflicts.

!

I ,,J
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SECTION 2 - SYSTEM SL_MARY

2.1 OVERVIEW

2.1.]. STRUCTURE

The ASDAS consists of eight programs which perform four tasks utilizing

seven data files. One data file serves as input to the program; six contain

output. In addition, several intermediate files are produced by the system.

The programs are named:

CLE.A/q (FO RT RA_;)

VARIANCE "

TAILOR "

_" RECODEI (SPSS)

_' RECODE2 "

-" FREQUENCIES "
i

, • CROSSTABS "

REGRESSIONS

.... The data files are listed in Figure 2-i.

The tasks accomplished by ASDAS are:

i ,
• Data cleaning,

e Variance analysis,

• SPSS program generation,

-_ • Statistical analysis.

The data files used contain:

r_
• Raw input data from the questionnaire,

• The output from the data cleaning, variance

i_ analysis and statistical analysis portions of

the system.

J_
_L

The raw data must be on a disk file that is created from punched cards pro-

vided by the community which administered the survey. All other data files

are created by the system and reside on disk. Figure 2-2 shews the flow of

data through the system.

_' 2-I



i_ LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL

.RECODEI

.LABELS

-- .RECODE2

.FREQUENCIES

.CROSSTABS

-- .REGRESSIONS

.CLEAN

.VARIANCE

_ .TAILOR
proj-id*ATTITUDINAL

,RECODEI

.LABELS

-- .RECODE2

,FREQUENCIES
.CROSSTABS

.REGRESSIONS

j

: DATA FILES

proj -id*RAWDATA.
proJ-id*GOODDATA.

,' pro3_id,TAiLORINPU T

proJ-id*TAILOROUTPUT.

pro3-id*VARIANOUTPUT.

proj-id*SYSFILEI.

proj-id*ZSCORES.

proJ -id*SYSFILE2.
• pro3-id*FREQOUT.

•, pro3-id*XTABSOUT .

pro3-id*REGRESSOUT.
l&Q

t-m

:_ Figure 2-i

Files and Elements Used by the ASDAS Programs

2-2
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2.1.2 FLOW

In the first step, data cleaning, the raw data from the questionnaire are

fed to the CLEAN program which reports all detectable errors. These errors

are corrected by the user and the modified data must then be submitted to the

CLEAN program for more checking. This process is repeated until no more

errors are found by CLEAN.

Once the data has been corrected, the user begins the second and third tasks.

"- The second task, determination of the error introduced by computer sampling,

is performed by the VARIANCE program. This program calculates a variety of

"-_ statistics, most importantly the variance, for a number of variables, From

the variance we can determine the error induced by the sampling method used

,_ (stratified cluster sampling).

The third task is the selection of a configuration for each of the SPSS

-- statistical analysis programs. There are four possible configurations

i depending upon whether or not a community has a noise control pregram and

whether or not it has conducted an acoustical survey. The program used to

select the proper configuration is called TAILOR.

The fourth and final task is statistical analysis. Five programs are used

to perform this analysis:

r_ • RECODEI

i_ • RECODE2

o FREQUENCIES

• CROSSTABS
t.

• REGRESSIONS.

I,-_ RECEDE1 and RECEDE2 change the questionnaire data into a form useable by the

other three programs. FREQUENCIES generates frequency dlstributlons for

i _ ; selected survey questions. CROSSTABS produces co|_tingency tables from the

data, while N/_GRESSlONS performs a multiple regression analysis on the data.

_'_ They are altered by the TAILOR program described above.Ei

The user may wish to save the results produced by the system on magnetic tape.

--_ Instructions on how to do this are included in this manual.

2-4



2.1,3 USING THE MANUAL WITH THE SYSTEM

This manual, and the system as a whole, have been designed to minlm/ze the

_ amount of specialized knowledge necessary. The system is intended to operate

in batch mode and in a "hands-off" fashion, with the user merely supplying data

to be inserted into previously defined runstreams. Because of this, it should

be possible for data processing personnel from the communities involved to run

=he ASDAS, provided they have the hardware required =o interface with the

; NCC computer.

Users who wish to use timesharing to submit their batch runs will need to

have some familiarity with the UNIVAC EXEC 8 operating system. Appendix E

describes some common EXEC 8 eonmnands.

The user who wishes a thorough understanding of the LISTEN system will find it

useful to review the User's }_anuals for the other computer programs associated

--" wi_h LISTEN: the Acoustical Data Reduction and NOIZOP programs, but this is

' ' not a prerequisite to running the ASDAS.

,!

b
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SECTION 3 - SYSTEM OPERATION

3.1 COS_[ON SYSTEM INITIATION PROCEDUP_EB

Before the ASDAS can be employed, the user must perform the following

steps:

• Obtain user identifiers (id's)

_ • Initiatethe system

• Initialize the data file to be used.

3.1.1 DETAILED INITIATION PROCEDURE

3.l.l.1 Obtain id's

_" The user must begin initiation procedures by obtaining a valid user identifica-

tion (eser-id), account number (act-hum), site identification (site-id), and

-- password from the State and Local Programs Division's data processing coordinator.

i These identifiers will be used to run jobstreams throughout the system's

operation.

The user must also choose a project identifier (proj-id). This identifier must

be less than 12 characters long. It is suggested that the name of the city

_i whose data is being analyzed be used as the project identifier. For example,

SPOKANE might be used as the proj-id for Spokane, _#A data analysis.

: [ 3.1.1.2 Initiate the System

To initiate the system, it is necessary to create a number of files for the

L--I system's later use. Follow this procedure:

• Refer to the runstream shown in Figure 3-1.
Ii

• Substitute the values that apply to the user for _he

I_ placeholders 'user-id', 'act-hum', 'proj-id' and 'password'

• Punch the runstream on cards

_ _ • Submi_ the cards

Appendix D contains llne by llne descriptions of every example runstream.

i Here we only note _hat at the conclusion of the run the following files will

exist on disk:

r



@RUN,R/RT INITl/25/_,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,S@3@,2@
-- @PASSWD password

@DELETE,C ATTITUDINAL.

@DELETE,C GOODDATA.
-- @DELETE,C TAILORINPUT.

@DELETE,C TAILOROUTPUT.
@DELETE,C VARIANOUTPUT.

-- @DELETE,C SYSFILE1.
@DELETE,C ZSCORES.
@DELETE,C SYSFILE2.
@DELETE,C FREQOUT.

@DELETE,C XTABSOUT.
@DELETE,C REGRESSOUT.
@CAT ATTITUDINAL.

_ @CAT GOODDATA.
@CAT TAILORINPUT.

@CAT TAILOROUTPUT.
@CAT VARIANOUTPUT.
@CAT SYSFILEI.
@CAT ZSCORES.

@CAT SYSFILE2.
-- @CAT FREQOUT.

@CAT XTABSOUT.
@CAT REGRESSOUT.
@FIN

---

i

m_

i[

JJ

i,i
i

t-i

_. Figure3-i

• First System Initiation Runstream

i'
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u

-- proj-id*ATTITUDINAL.

proJ-id*GOODDATA.

__ proj-id*TAILORINPUT.

proJ-idTAILOROUTPUT.

proJ-id*VARIANOUTPUT.

proj-ld*SYSFILEl.

proJ-id*ZSCORES.

pron-id*SYSFILE2.

proj-id*FREQOUT.

"-- proj-id*XTABSOUT.

proJ-id*REGP_ESSOUT.

" 3.1.1.3 Initialize the Data File

The next step is to transfer the quesgionnaire data from punched cards to

-- disk storage. The file proJ-id*RAWDATA, will contain the data. To make the

' transfer, use the runstream in Figure 3-2 or Figure 3-3 following this procedure:

e Punch tile runstream on cards, substituting for the

placeholders 'user-id', 'acc-num', 'proj-id' and

'password'.

, i
• Place the questionnaire data cards in the runstream at

i_ the point indicated in the figure.
.i

• Submit the run.

i _ If successfully run, there will exist on disk a file named proj-id*RAWDATA.

which contains the questionnaire data.

3.1.2 SYSTEM SECtN.ITY

The Attitudinal Survey Data Analysis System (ASDAS) assumes that no attempt

14 will be made go maliciously damage data contained therein. Because of this

assumption, system security consists, for the most part, of ensuring against

!, accidental destruction of data or files. This is accomplished by making

all files

• Read-only

• Private (wherever possible)

q

i- >3



-- @RUN,R/RT INIT2/25/@,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,_4,_5_
@PASSWD password

@DELETE,C RAWDATA.

_ @FILE,CR proj-id*RAWDATA.

o

• questionnaire data

@ENDF

@FIN
[

i

J

Figure 3-2

11 Second System Initiation Runstream

J

1
_ q
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@RUN, R/RT INIT2A/25/_,aoc-num/user-ld,proj-id,@@4,15@
-- @DFY,ETE,C RAWDATA.

@DATA, I PAWDATA.,,SENTNL

J

questionnaire data

@_kD S_INL
"'_ @FIN

For use in the case where the run is to be entered to the system via the
-- @START cc_mand from a d_nd tezminal.

, r

i ;

! , !

i

i

Figure3-3
Alternate Seco_ Syst_n Initiation R_Istream

i 'E

[

i

.
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3.1.2.1 Read 0nly

Read only, as its name suggests, means that a file can be accessed for read

operations alone. Writes to read-only files will fail, which provides a

measure of data protection.

3.1.2.2 Private

Under EXEC 8 as presently configured at the National Computer Center, designating

a file as private prevents a user from accessing it unless he is running under

the same project-id as the file's creator. This provides additional protection

against aeelden=al damage to the file and some protection against deliberate

destruction or misuse. The operating system does not check Co see if the

accessing user and the creating user have matching user-ids and/or account

_" numbers. This limits the protection that private files provide against a

malicious user.

The use of read and write keys was rejected as being too cumbersome and noc

justified by the data's sensitivity except in the case of the city archive

,-_ cape (see Section 3.10). A write key was used for that tape to prevent the

' .' data from being accidentally destroyed.

_" 3.1.3 GENERAL ERROR AND RECOVERY PROCEDURES

ASDAS is subject to few problems. The most likely are:

: • Hardware or operating system failure during a run i

• File rollout

' A hardware or operating system failure will cause ASDAS to leave files in

incomplete and incorrect forms, but this is the only damage it will cause.

_ The runstreams are designed so that all that the user need do to fix the

system is simply run the interrupted job again.

I_, File rollout is when a file is moved from disk to a backup Cape because of

lack of use. If this happens to SPSS or another system processor and a runstream

_ attempts to aeaess this processor, the vague error message 'FILE ERROR' will beI
generated and the run aborted. The attempt to use the processor is noted by

--i the operating system which will then return the processor to disk. This takes

i_ to 3_ minutes. The user should resubmit the _ob after that period has

elapsed.

3-6



No other errors are expected to occur. If one does, the user should save

the listing of the run in which it was encountered, rerun the job, and, if

it occurs a second time, take both listings to a systems programmer for

-- analysis.

The user will note that the system and its runstreams are constructed in

-- such a way that the user may after running the system to a certain point

go back to any previous point and resume execution of the system there.

This minimizes the effect of any mistake made in running the system since

only the part of the system in which the error was made and the parts

following it need be rerun.

3.2 CLE.A/q

The purpose of CLEAN is to:

• Scan the raw data from the attitudinal survey

• Compare the values found in the data against the valid

! values for each question.

• Check the data's self-consistency. (_f, for example, a

respondent who is reported to be 19 years old is also

i' reported to have 21 years of education, CLE_N will detect

i '_ the error ).
J_

i • When an illegal value is found, print a message describing

the type of error, the question£s) affected and the cardi
t..#

columns that the erroneous data are punched in.

h,_ Table 3-1 is a summary of the fields on the various data cards and the

values CLEAN will pass without comment.

L._ 3.2.1 SECURITY (See subsection 3.1.i)

_ 3.2.2 INITIALIZATION PROCEDURES
l

Two steps m%_t be taken before CLEAN can be run:

_ o The file proj-id*RAWDATA, must be made available,

• An initialization card must be prepared.

The file will be available if the second system initialization run has

completed successfully.

3-7
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Table 3-i

i Questionnaire Da_a Cards:

Layouts and Legal Values

CARD ONE

Additional
FIELD NAME Cels. Min. Max. Fixed Val.

Constraints

ID NO.* 1-5 00001 01500 Cannot = previous
CARD 1 ID

_ Card 6-7 01

NoiseZone* 8-9 01 16

-_ Area* l0 1 7

;i
Cluster* 11-13 001 i00

[ City* 14-16 Com_tunity

Dependent

Selection Label 17-18 00 12

Numberof Calls 19 1 9

Interview Date* 20-21 0[ Communitz

Dependert

Total Number of

Adult Residents 22 1 8

Respondent Number Must be<or = to
•J on List 23 1 8 TOT.NO. ADULT

RESIDEMTS

i_ Sex of Respondent 24 l, 2 Must correspond to

CARD 4, B5

_._ Age of Respondent 25-26 18 99 Must correspond to
CARD 4, Q22

_ 27-80 Blanks Only

*With flexible data ranges set at recommended values.

_;%.... 3-8
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CARD T_

Additional

FIELD NAME Cols. Min. Max. Fixed Val. Constraints

ID No. 1-5 @D_0_I @15_ Must match
CARD i ID

Card 6-7 92

Q1 8-9 91 9# 95, 98, 99

,_ Q2 i_" 1 5 8, 9

Q3 (A-C) 11-12 09 32 98, 99

13-14

15-16

Q4 (A-C) '17-19 i_1 111 _, 199

2@-22 2_1 214 299

,_ 23-25 3_i 31_ 399
! ;
! ' 4_i 4_4 499
I

i _ 5_i 5_6 599

6_I 6_3 699

_, 7_i 7_4 799

I= 8_i 8_7 899

_:, 9_i 9_6 95_, 975

998, 999

: _ Q5 (A-H) 26,27 1 5 8,9

I_, 28,29

3_,31

i 32,33
--3

D Continued Next Page
.-_ 3-9
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CARD TWO Continued

_ FIELD NAFLE Cols. Min. Max. Fixed Val. AdditionalConstraints

_6(A-K) 34,35 1 5 8,9

36,37

; 38,39

.4_,41

42,43_ 44

Ip

_7 45 1 5 8,9
i

i Q8 146 1 4 8,9

Q9 147 1 9
i

._ QI0(A-D) 148,49 1 5 8,9

.--. ,5_,51
q

_ll (A-F) i52,53 _,1,8,9

"_ 54,55
' i

56,57 I

-_ 58 i
_5 DI2 1 3 8,9

-_ _13(A-E) '59,6_ 1 5 18,9

' 61,

L_ 62

_'_ ,63,, , , i

I
_14 64 1 5 8,9

f_ ! _,I,

i.J QI5 (A-G) 65,66 8,9

,.4 !67,68

"_ 69,7_

Continued Next Page
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CARD TWO Continued

Additional
_IELD NAME Cols. Min. Mac. Fixed Val. Constraints

QI5 (A-G) (Cont.) 71

QI6(A-C) 72,73 _,i,8,9

: 74

75-80 BlanksOnly

r

Tc_

' I

3"-11
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CAP/3 THP_E

__ Additional

FIEL/3 NAME Cols. Hin. Max. Fixed Val. Constraints

_I _IS_ Must = CARD 1
ID NO.

-z Card 6-7 _3

QIT(A-T) 8,9,1 i 9

11,12
i

13,14

15,16

i
17,18

19,2_

i 21,22

23,24

: 25,26

27

-_: Q17CU-V) 28,29 g_ 99

3_,31

QIS(A-F) 32,33 _,1,8,9"

-_ 34,35 8+

._ 36,37

Ql9 38 1,2,8,9"+

_.2 QI9A(A_ 39 9 2 8,9* If zero then Ql9
must _ 2. If 1,2

8, or 9 thenQI9

i_ must= 1

1 44

_ QI9A(B-D) 4_,41 _ 2 8,9" ll

_ 42 8+ Must = 8 if 'with'

!I is indicated

o

*Without Noise Control Program [CLTPRG=II

+With Noise Control Program (CTLPRG=2)

.__ 3-12 Continued Next Page
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CARD FOUR
q

Additional

FIELD _:A_ Cols. .Min. Max. _ixed Val. Constraints

ID NO. i-5 _i 615_ Must = CARD i ID #

Card 6-7 _4

Q22 8_9 18 99

Q23 10-11 _ 21 98,99

-- Q24A 12-13 _i #7 S_, 98,99

Q25A 14-15 _ 15 98,99 Must = 01if Q24A

if Q24A _:o_ = S_

Q26 16-17 _l l_ 98,99-z

i Q27 18 1 9

_- Q28 19 1 4 8,9

Q29 20-21 61 99

Tims 22-23 6_ 99

B1 24 1,2,9

!
: i.; B_ 25 _ 9

B3 26-28 6_ 999
I

B4 29 1,2,9

ff'i BB "_ 1,2,9

B6 31 1 3 9

i:_ 32-80 Blanks 0nly

Z,'-_; 3-14



r.m

An initialization card is necesssry to allow a degree of flexibility in the

administration of the survey without modifying CLEAN for each special case.

The first twelve fields of the initiation card, each five columns wide, are

used to set the valid value, or range of values, for the community dependent

variables found on card one of every case. Table 3-2 shows the format of

the initialization card and gives standard values for a number of the card's

fields. These standard values are taken from Reference i, Appendix B.

The HI-LO variable naming convention indicates a range of values. The

-- four city codes are fixed values, but may all be different.

The last two fields of the initialization card have values for program control

-- variables entered in them. These variables are:

• FL_XE RR

• CTLPRG

_LA_KERR fixes the limit for the number of ma_or errors CLEAN can encounter in

-i the data without terminating early. This feature saves the Time and paper =hat

would otherwise be wasted if, as is possible, one or =wo misplaced cards caused

the rest of the survey data to appear to be in error,

CTLPRG is a flag that indicates which attitudinal survey was used to produce

the data. If CTLPRG=I, the version suited for communities without noise control

programs was used. CTLPRG=2 means the survey suited for communities with noise

-- control programs was used.

3.2.3 OPEraTIONAL PROCEDURES

An example ru_stream for CLEttN is shown in Figure 3-4. In this runstream, the

community dependent variables are all set to their standard values. Values for

the city codes CTYI, CTY2, CTY3, and CTY4 of 88, for the maximum interview date

"_ of 6_ and for FLAXERR of 9 were chosen arbitrarily. The community is without a

_ noise control program.

User should:

• Submit a similar runstream _o run CLEAN on his data, making

sure to first,

• Change the values of the co_munlty dependent variables and:

the control flags on the initialization card to The correct

; [ ones for the community involved and

i

! -- 3-:s,L
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-- @RUN,R/RT CLEAN/13/@,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,H_4,59@

@PASSWD password
@ASG,A LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.

-- @ASG,A RA_DATA.

@USE I_,RAWDATA.
@XQT LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.CLEAN

i @FIN

)

--I

i

Figure3-4

Sample CLEAN Runstream

!'!

D
rl

- a-16
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• Use the appropriate values for user-id, acc-num, proj-ld

and password on the @RUN card

The output from the run will consist of a printout of runstream commands,

operating system replies to those commands, output from the CLEAN program

and billing information. It will automatically be sent to the line printer

-- a= the site where the job was entered.

ELEAN's output can take three forms:

• Complete execution, no errors detected;

• Complete execution, some errors detected;

• Incomplete execution, errors detected.

The latter two cases mean that changes are necessary to the d_ta contained

in proj-ld*P_AWDATA. Section 3.2.3.1 will explain how to make these changes.

If the run is successful it executes to completion with no errors detected.

-" The user should then submit the runstream sho_ in Figure 3-5. This runstream
p

copies the file proJ-id*RAWDATA, to proj-id*GOODDATA.

_- 3.2.3.1 Correcting Errors in the Data

A CLEAN run that indicates that errors exist in the data file can end in

threeways:

• Normally, after all eases are checked;
f_

I_ • Early, after _LXERR has been exceeded;

• Early, if NC_IRD, the card number punched in columns 6 and

1 7 of each card,is ever less thanor equal to 0 or

greater than or equal to 5.

I_ MAXERR is defined in 3.2.2 above and in Table 3-2.

F_ The user's response will be _he same in all three cases, to correct the

I_ data. They will be corrected by:

_ • Reviewing CLEAN's output, making note of record number

_ (card,or in a disk file, card image number),column

number and correct value for each error detected by CLEAN.
I

--: • Punching two cards with the format shown below for each

errorCLEANdetects.

i 3-17
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@RUN,R/RT CHANGE/25/@,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,S@3_,5@
- @PASSWD password

@CHG,Z GOODDATA.
@ERS GOODDATA.
@ASG,A RAWDATA.
@ASG,A GOODDATA.
@COPY RAWDATA.,GOODDATA.
@FREE GOODDATA.
@CHG,V GOODDATA.
@FIN

}i
_:¥

lJ

_ Figure3-5

L2
Runstream to Copy proj-id*RAWDATA° to proj-id*GOODDATA.

!
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Table 3-2

THE CLEAN INITIALIZATION CARD

STANDARD
-- FIELD NAglE COLS VALUE REMARKS

--, LOID 1-5 _@i

6 blank

HIID 7-11 _15@_

LONZ 12-16 _@_i

HINZ 17-21 @_17

T LOAR 22-26 _@_i

HIAR 27-31 @_7

LOCLUS 32-36 _i

' HICLUS 37-41 _i@_

--I CTYI 42-46 If less than four

CTY2 47-51 city codes are
used, set the

CTY3 52-56 extra fields to

: CTY3 57-61 one of the codes
: that is used

MAX INTERVIEW

DATE 62-66 Community dependent

MAXERR 67-71 _9

72 blank

,'j CTLPRGS 73 l=without
2=with

_: (acomynunity
•.J noisecontrol

program)

__ 74-8_ blank

_J
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• Placing all such pairs of cards after the

@US*ER.ED _WDATA

card in the runstream shown in Figure 3-6.

• Submitting the runstream after substituting for 'user-id',

'ace-num', proj-id' and 'password'.

The format for the error correction cards is:

rec-num

; R,col val

Where rec-num is to be replaced by the number of tile record in which the error

occurred (use the leftmost column for multi-column variables) and yak by the

correct value of the variable. Multl-column variables must have all their

"_ places filled (e.g., a three column variable must have _hree digits typed).

The cards are punched heglnning in column i. Only 1 space is left between

col and val.

i
Figure 3-7 shows the complete process, from the first CLEAN run Eo error

correction _o the final CLLiN run to copying proJ-ld*_WDATA, into

proJ-ld*GOODDATA.

3.2.3,2 Timin_

Roughly 5@ seconds of CPU time are required for CLEA_4 to process the da=a from

! 7_ questionnaires. The maximum memory CLEAN uses is 13 kWords. The timing

for the correction runs is uncertain because it depends upon the number of

corrections and where they are made. It is strongly suggested that the

i-_ corrections be made in order of line number; this saves a significan= amount

I_ of computer time.

_!# 3.2.4 ERROR PROCEDURES

_ It is not likely that CLEAN will fail. If it does, it will pro_bly be for one
i

of these reasons:

I_l • An operating system or hardware failure at the NCC;
[,

_-' • System initiation runs 1 and 2 did not run correctly,

The two types of failure should be easily distinguishable.

The user's response to the first kind of failure is to resubmit the run. The

second type requires that system initiation runs 1 and 2 be resubmitted and

-; CLEAN submitted following their successful completion.

3-20



-- @RUN,R/RT EDIT/35/_,aee-nurn/user-id,proj-id,_@3,3_
@PASSWD password
@CHG,Z RAWDATA.

-- @ASG,A RAWDATA.
@US*ER.ED RAWDATA.

user punched cards go here

EXIT

-_ @FREE RAWDATA ,

@CHG, V RAWDATA.
@FIN

, l

"r

i,

i'!

i

I:11

[i

Figure3-6

Sa2nple Edit Runstream

3-21
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•_,_,FITTITLIDIMF_L SURVEY DQTR CLEQMIMG BEGIMS ,",_',
PROGRAM WRITTEN BY: DR. RRGU SIMGH, C3C
LQ3T EDIT BY: :STEVEM G. EQGLESnli, CS:C, FQLL_ CHURCH, VA.

,._,,_.'i_I,->-,VERSIOMI. 0 (0) _''""*'_'"_'"

FLEXIBLE DFiTR RRr,fl_'GES:
LOID= I HIID= 9999

Lnr.IZ= 0 HIMZ= 30
LOIZiR= 0 HIRR= 40

> LOCLUS= 1 HICLUS= 400
F:ITIES= 88 4 99 99
MAX IMT D_TE= 60
HRX MO OF ERRORS = 19

NIITH COMMLIt'IITY MOISE PROGRRM

o_ RFFECTS QIO, Q19 Q19F_, C!21
M
m

" "J ERROR: RECORD liD.= II, CFISE i'40.= :3_ I]ZlMO.= 8411, CFIRB MO. = 3

i-_b_°_ i];_:41103433 7557677EL77 7777757000 08:_8888108 8818111111 IO00000AAO OAO000
§ 0000 0000000000

_ _ =;!I'._FIRnUT OF RRNGE FnR C:OMMLIMITY WITH r4rlISE PROGRF_M: =0

m CDLUMM39

m ERROR: RECORTI MO.= 15, L:H,.E MO.= 4. ID 110.= d41..., CF_RTJ MD.= 3
I:i n I.'i::_-,;I_.1,)3477 77377774-77 7777777f.il)i'1 I]88_c;:.=:811]L:i 8;B31118110 li[ll.'ll:lOl_li.'ll:lOl_l l_lI[li:lI[lO0

01.10 0 0 I[I I_10 I_11.'11.'11]11_11[IfD

I C!IgF_R nl.IT EIF RFJMGE FOR COMMUMITY WITH MOI_zE PROi-_RFIr4i=i:l
COLUMr'I _3_'-

gq

ERROR: RECORD MO.= ]9., CFtSE MO.= 5_ ID MO.- 8415, CFIRD riO.= 3.
0841503667 7777777677 777777701]0 "I:::L=iS_:_:_;II'.:: E:851111111 ll_lOI.'ll]l.'ll'll_li'lO I]1"10101.'10

0 I_100 00 0 I.'11ZII_1i'l I'10 I_1

QI'TFiFI OUT OF RFIPIGE FOR Ci-IMMUMITY WITH MOI.SE pRnGRFIM: =i:i
CnLUMM 39

_" ERROR: RECnRB Fin.= i-:,3,CF'trSE i"IFl.= E., ID i"|O.= 8501, L';FIF_:DI,JFI,=3
o "lAS{ ] ( -,,1454 737776734.7 7777777001] U_,_-I"-""':":'",.-l...._.,=l11.l":',..8861111111 ] 01._11.'ll'll[ll.'ll_ll,[I0 000000
i'l" 0000 0 I_11_1It I.'11_iI;I I[I I'10

Q19FIR (]LIT oF RFiMGE FOR COi',Ir'ILiIiITY WITH r'tnlCE pROGRRM: =(i
COLUMN 39

ERROR: RECORD /IEl.= ;P-7, C:A:_:ENO.= 7_ IB MEl.= 350._._ CARD MO.= 3
I.'11._5 I:i;='(1:_1,977 7 P77777777 7777777 I.'1I:10 I:i_ E':37i:-;;_ 10 L:l 8 L:I7110 i I l 0 11I] 000 IZlI[Ii:l00 0 I:1i.'l{I 00

0 [II.TJ0 [I 0 I.[I00 I;IL'I(I I[10
QI'TRF't CIi.IT rip RI,_MGE FnR COMMI_iMIT7 I.,IITH MrllSE pRFIGRRM: =0
CI]LLIMM ..:,"'-@



...... _ _ r._._._ _'- _:_ ; '

ERRFiR: RECOR_ NO.=.' 30, CRSE r40.= o_ ID NO.= o.u.:,. CRRI:I ttD.= 2
,.I........ ol 1000001111 211500A:3503i:r2013 0111121010 0000011145 .:.4.;._4!173 11

0000 lO0000OO00
Q6.F []UT DF RRPIGE: =7
CD L LIf'IM 39

ERROR: I_:EI":OR]:I I'IO.= 35, CR3:E riM.= 9_, ID HA.= C-1506=, CRRTI liO, = 3
I'IL_:5"16,1'1.":6_7 7667777677 7777777000 .888:S:-;',)] 08 :-::_',',:':110111 I I I)1"1001:1001:11:11:11.'11:11"11:10

0000 O000OOOO00
C_19FfI:t nUT i-IF RFINGE FOR C:OI'IHUNITY kI:fTH NOI'G:-E FiROGRRI'I: =1.'1
COLUhrt 39

-, qERRORi REL.O_[I NO.= oo_,"" CRSE Pig- = 9:, ]i'l No.= "= CARD /iO. = 4
401[ _ J_.1_tl,._ I'I_:5 "r6"4.':'_i '-' " " 2252103012 1 l:il:lOl:lOl:li.'H'lO l:iO00i:irll:lOl.'ll:l " "II.'II:I[ .":il'll:li.'l I:II'II."I01)0

=" O00 O 0O00 0OO000o_
TOT.HD. _DULT RESIDEr'tTS_ COL 22.,, DF CRRD 1 LRRGER THRN C!29, COL_ 20-211_,-i

DF CRRD 4
H

_ IMFIGE OF PREVIOUS C:RRrl I:
n .._ 0:_50601118 0_5('4"122 13122_:0L'I00 _''O00C'':i IZil:IL'iL'li:IJ'll.'il:ll:ii',_O:ll:3"Ci:il'll:l O_J:O'lO
I__' _ 0000 0000000000

._ '
c_ _ ERROR: REC:ORrl fiB.= ':' CHSE PiD.= 11, ID NO.= ,-.,L,.->, CRRD NO.= E,

_ . _ I--, 0:350903777 7777777777 7777777000 08._'_::::_::-_810:_: 8'311111111 I000001._000 000000
I_ l_ _ (1000 O001: :i":I:I:I:

m C_I'gRR nLIT OF RRMGE FOR CO[.IHUrtlTY WITH NOISE PROL'4R:RM: =0
= li CDLUI'Ilt 39I:1

i._1
m ERROR: _EuOR[ r_o.= 46_ CFtSE _0.= 12_ ID 140.= :36)1, CRRD NO.= 2
l_ "I_:0"1021:IP':51'91:13120rlI:Ii)OCll)rlrll1111 111E:555555 4544547111 1000011111 111900

0 I_1f:lO 10 i:i I'1L'II.'10L'I(I 0
g!11 MOT SELF-CONSISTENT.
C:OLLIMItS 52-55
COLLIMItS 56,-57

ERROR: G'.EC.OR[IliD.= 51, CRSE NO.= 13, ITi MR.= 8602, CRRTI rln.= 3
..... '-"-%I.'L::6"20:_4._;::': 447?3474.37 77_'?7771.'11:11.'1 1:1_:8::;::;:_:_I1"1:_ .... 51110111 II'IJ)O01.'II.'ICIO0 000000

0000 0 I:1Cl I:1i'i I'10 I:1I:10

E!IgRFI BUT OF RANGE FOR CBI'.IMI.IfiITY WITH NOISE PRI:]_RH'I. =0
= CBLLIf'IM 39
¢I'

: ERROR: RECORB ltD. = 55_, ..M.._E NO. = 14_, ]D PIO.= CRRTI NO.= 3
0:E:_4:12;I:I:':74-777"FT74?T67 G,?74T?41".Ii'IO rr.:::::'L_LRIc: 8L::41111810 ll.'IO000000L'I Ol:li.'lOl[IO

0 0 0 0 I:1 0 0 0 I:1I:11:l 0 I:1I.'1

C!19PtFt []UT OF RRMGE FOR cDr.II.1UMITY I,.I]TH i'4nISE PRQGRRM: =0
C FILLI/'lit 39

1



ERROR: RE-CORD biD.= 5C-:_ CR:SE HD.= 15, 19 MD.= _:604_, C:RRII liD.=
":¢6"4"2C13 180703.'-':101:3 A1000114-'_1 11,.,_,,.,44,44_, 3.:432413411 4A00100331 411201

1010 lO00000r, on

q15 HOT :SELF-CDHS:I_:TEMT.
C FILUI'llt_ 65-70
COLUMH 71

ERROR: RECDRI? biD.= 59_' C.R:_:E MO. = 15, I[I biD.= _E',[I,:I-_ L-:.RRI'I HO. = 3
I'll_ll_l:lJ.121:._1424777711 ',_71_7 547575'_-01)1) I_11_1_1_:._:_I108 :'_tG;71111110 1 I:ll)l'li:lCll)Ol_ll) OI)Ot:l I.)0

00 00 00 000 *'lJ:]000
C._19RR OUT OF RFiI'-IGE FriR cnr,lr.lLlI'tITY klITH ItDI_:E PRnGRRH: =0
CnLUHH :-_o.._

,-r1
I-',,

ERROR: REL-:DRIT_MO.= o..,'":',C:FI:_:Erio.= 16, lfl ri0.= :37rtl, CRRIt riD.= 3
. 0:)701r1:.3225 7F,76477567 7777"TE,_.AO0 h:;',E;::',RE¢81rl:_ :.::,-951101101 lfll)OIZiAI)Ol_ll:l I:lOl_ll:ll:lO

H m Ol'[O0 r.)o;)c[:12
P, I I)IgFIR nUT OF RFIHGE FOR c:Or.lr.lt_lrtlTY 1.41TH riOI..E PROGRRr.I: =0
rt "M
p, C:OLUI'lrt 39
Ill o'_

_ _ ERROR-" RECORI] MCI.= 67, C:FtS:E MD. = 17,, ID HD.= ET:I:_,. i:;RRTI MD.= 3
"0

L_, L:,.I.:,=,..qm 6371577747 5475747m'i00_L_:_X._L_810:-_ E=:_5110010_ IO0000L'KmO 000000
m 0000 O0[iOOi:ionnh

L'Z!19FtFi [:]LIT OF RRbiE,E FOR CEIHHLIMITY ldITH MDICE PRn3i;'RM: =0
_" COLLIHI't 3 '.-3.

i:1

I..-, ERROR: FeECOR.I-I I't0.= 6:_1, C:RT.:E Mr].= 17_, ID riD.= ':_1":-',..,._,, CRRIq riD.= 4

I:I:_71:i":;I:i_'41 60107'02120 1222505r11 I) i:iI-U)I)I_H)i)I:ICI l-ii:ll'li'li) l)i:lOl:lO i)l)l)i_[l_ii:lOi)l:irl l_i[il)O00
i,_ 0 0 l:I0 I:lEl 0 l:ll:IL'II)I'II)I.'I
U
O_ II6 OUT OF RRMGE: =0

COLLIHI'i ?,:I

ERROR: REC:DRTI ttO.= 75_, C:FISE MO.= I'_:, ID HD.= Ev.)rll, CRRZI rio.= 3
L o.. [ 1 . _,e_¢( 77777_7767 77_'77r3501)1. "1 I):_:II_;:_,._L:IL-':II:1_ "" _" 110101 lE.+,."4_I Ol:ll) l:llJl:ll)l:ll_ 00(1000

0000 O0000nonno
QI'3_RR OUT DF RRPflSE FO_ C:E]MMUrIITY I l'fH IIOI_:E PROGRRId: =0

_. COL Ur,lr.I 3.:9

ERROR: RECORII NO.= ,., CFISE 110.= 2_i, If) HO.= :::_03, CFIRD riO.= 3
=_="" 0;_:902l:1:3244 5377767777 777774700A 0:3L_:',.::L:;:3:-:I1[;__:L_TL'I181181 ll)O01_ll301)l)r,i I:lO0000
_' 0000 O000rionoorl
g' O19FtFt OUT OF RRI4G,E FOR CrlMNLIItITY I.,IITH MQI_:E PROGRFIM: =0

COLUMH 39



ERROR: RECnRD r"lO.= 80., CFt:_.:E Mn.= ,-V. ID i+4n°= 8_U_, OFtRD Mi7.= 4
08'_I1_1,='04-301 4(1"10699120 4_52.c1. EI71[1"1, ° "1(IO;-iFIFIO01_II.'I Ol_ll+'ll_ll.'ll_ll'lOl:ll.'l OI.'II)I.'IO0(II.'IOI.'I Cll_l(IOO0

0000 O00OOhO000

,,'i TrlT. MO. I=tI'IULT RESIZtEMTS, COL _'.-', OF CRRD ) LARGER THI'3M ¢!29, ciTL_ 21]-21p
OF CFIRD 4

II'IFIGE OF PREVIOUS CFtRD I:
tD 0891"120112.1 O:-_90CI40E'3:B 65]+231_11]ii'il.'1i.'i I." .'1" 0 "1" (11"1( " O01"ll.'ll:lOl.'iCll.'li.*l OI]II.'II_IO01"II.'IOL'I Ol_lOClOi)

I.,,,,I Cl00 I) 0000 I) 0 ;.'1I.'100l:l Y
ERROR: RECnRD liD. = _:_, CASE MO. = 21, ID ;4O. = 8')1"4., C;FI£D MO. = 3

m i38'_'I1.'i41]i;2:6;:'_ "7477667766 77777_6Ci(ii]i 0:_8:-:E:8:._"1 (i£ 882"111 "1I)l]l[I ::;l'il'll_ll'li'iCll'lOI) Cll)OI)O0

_ I_1I) I_1Cl 0 I) I]I (I I.'1I.'1ClI.'1I]1I]1

m Q19AFI OUT OF RPfl'IGE FnR I-:inI'IMUItlTY LIITH riOISE PRO5NHiI. =l'l
c_ OnLLIMM39

_, m ERROR: RECORD MO. = ."3"1, CASE MR.= _,:.', ID MD. = .cl.l.'ll:l"1l CI=IR[I fiB. = .2:li
I[ '_(I " I I.'i'B77"t- 77"77664777 7777777121[11;I i'tAE:=hC:::::=l"1 08 8.'9 "1111 "100"1 I.'ll_l(IL'lOCll.'iOl.+ll) OI) Cil)Cl(I

ilp 000 I_1 0 L'II_1ClI_1I'1 I.'1I.'1I;I I'1

=_ I..',I"19FIFIrll.IT OF RI:IIII3E FOR C:nMl41Ji"IIT"i' WITH MOISE PROGRAH: =0

_" COLUMM ""

,.i,i.,.i,,bEi'IrI-OF-FILE Ei-ICnUMIERED ,i,l.i.,,l,.
TOTAL CI_RDS READ = 92

.*.*.* .i.i, .t. PRFhDRAf.1 Ef_ti'lS ,p._*-,ibi I
@FIM

t'l
0

i9

&



i

;'RUM,_/RT EBIT/35/O, acc__uo/user_id*DIMMIE,OI)3_;310
;_,FtSG,A JRCK I ES.

-- :_,BRKPT PRIM T$/JRCK IE5
._G'P_S_I._ID password
;gCHG_Z RFtldDFtTFL
;;'RSG,Ft F'R DRTB.

-- ;;oLI_:*ER.Eli _!_{,I[IFfTF_.
11

-- 15
R,39 :9
19
R,3:9 8

R,39 .'9
27

-_ R_39 8
0

R,39 8
35

,-" R_ 39 8

R,;?.O .i_"
-- 4-3

R_3_8
, 4.6

R_,5F 0
,-- 51

R_3:9 8
' 55

R,:39 ,9
5S

"' R,71 0
59

--, R,398
, 68
" R, 31 9

?5
R,39:9

..." _ 0
R_20 05

.--; 83 ,,:_• ' R_.:,. :9

R.,,39 8
t_, EXIT
_?, ;;IFREE I_p_lll£fFfTF},

$C:HG_ V RFI_IlrlFfTFI_,

_BRKPT PRIMT$),_

r " @FIM

r_

! FiBure 3-7 Sample Data Cieaning

F.di_Runs _ream
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! Edi= Runstream and Edit Run

I " !
! _ (continued)
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FinaZ CLEAN Run

(cm_=inued)
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3.2.5 CONSTRAINTS/LIMITATIONS

-- CLEAN has two types of limitations;

• Those inherent in the type of data verification

CLEAN is designed to perform

• Those created by the operating system

The first type of limitation determines the type of data errors CLEAN

detects. It detects values for a variable that are either illegal for

--' the variable to assume or are inconsistent with the values of some similar

variable.

-- An example in this survey is question B1, sex of respondent. The legal

values for this variable are 1,2,8,9. If 7 is punched on the card, it is

--- ohviously a mistake. CLEAN will notice this and warn the user.

CLEAN will also notice if the sex reported by question BI and that reported

_- by question A3C are different. If they are, this again is a mistake.

What CLEAN will not reveal is the case where both answers are consistent but

-_ wrong_ e.g., where the number entered for both B2 and A3C is i, meaning male,

but the respondent is a woman, Nor can it determine which of two inconsistent

-_ responses is correct. The CLE_ program is no substitute for careful coding

J and keypunching.

_ Operating system limitations affect the way data is handled and therefore

J also affect the types of errors detectable by CLEA.N. First, the operating

-- system considers blanks to be equivalent to _'s. So, if a blank column is

...) read by CLEAN_ it proceeds exactly as if it had read a _. This should

cause few problems since, for most variables, zero is not a legal value and

_'_

I._ the error will he caught. Second, the read me,hod used hy CLEAN causes the

operating system to change all the non-numeric characters to _'s. This

I_ change is accompanied by an error message, which will alert the user that an

error has occurred and that the data must be changed.

I_ 3.2.6 DAT_ BASE
i..i

CLEAN uses one file as a data base: proJ-id*RAWDATA. The file is used by

! CLEAN as input and is modified later by the editing runstream described in

Section 3.2.3.1 to correct any errors discovered by CLEAN.
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3.2.7 CONTROL LANGUAGE None.

3.2.8 INPUT

CLEAN takes input from two sources. The first is the proj-id*RAWDATA,file

that is created at initialization time (see Section 3.1 and Figure 3-2). The

format of the survey data in this file is shown in Table 3-1. It takes

four records to describe the information resulting from one survey question-

malts. This is referred to as a fcase'.

CLEAN's second source of input is the card reader. CLE_N reads the

initialization card described in Section 3.2.2 from this device.

3.2.9 OUTPUT
--%

CLEAN produces one form of output: a list of error messages that is printed

on the line printer at the site where the job has been submitted. A listing

of these error messages can be found in Appendix C,

Most of CLEAN's messages are self-explanatory. A few may be difficult to

; interpret at first. The following paragraphs should clarify the troublesome

ones:

• • QII(A-F), card 2, columns 52-57.

given that any of the parts A-D of this question is 1

then E and F must be zero. If E or P is i then A-D must

be zero. E and F cannot both be i.

• QIS(A-G), card 2, columns 65-71.

If there is a 1 response for any part A-F then G must be

zero. If G is 1 then A-F should be zero.

The treatment of the answers to questions 18 through 19A is complicated by

the survey changes. If CTLPRG=I for the CLEAN initialization (which
J

indicates there is no noise control program in the community being dealt

#_ with) then the requirements are:

• QIS(A-P)) card 3, columns 32-37.

I_ If there is a 1 response for A-E then F must be zero.

If F is I, then A-E mus_ be zero.

, r
• QIg, QIgA(A-D), card 3, columns 38,39-42.

If Q19=l, then QI9A(A-D) must be 1,2,8 or 9.

-" If Q19=2 then QIgA(A-D) must he zero.
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For CTLPRG=2, i.e., there is a noise control program, then the requirements

are:

• QIg(A-F), card 3, columns 32-37.

Q18(A-F) must all be coded as 8.

• QI9, QIgA(A-D), card 3, columns 38,39-42.

QI9A(B-D) must all be ceded 8.

If QI9=I, then QI9AA must be 1,2,3,4,8 or 9.

If Q19=2, then Q19AA must be 8.

The following are independent of CTLPRG:

• Q24A and Q25A, card 4, columns 12-13, 14-15.

If Q24A is 8_, then Q25A must be zero.

If Q24A is not 89, then Q25A cannot be zero.

3.3 VARIANCE

VARIANCE calculates a number of statistics for certain attitudinal survey

; variables. The variables for which it calculates statistics are shown in

Figure 3-8. The statistics it calculates are: mean, mean squared error,

the standard error, confidence intervals and the coefficient ef variation.

These statistics give the user an idea as to hew faithfully the survey's

results reflect the feelings ef the co_mmunity as a whole.

3.3.1 SECURITY (See Section 3.1.1)

._ 3.3.2 INITIATION PROCEDURES

, The files proJ-id*GOODDATA, and preJ-id*VARIANOUTPUT., must be available.

_i If the system has run correctly to this point, they will be.

,_ 3.3.3 OPERATION PROCEDUP_ES

A runstream for running VARIANCE is shown in Figure 3-9. The user should

#_ subetltute the values that apply to him for the parameters user-ld, aee-num,

_ proJ-ld, password, and site-id. The runstream should be punched onto cards

and submitted from tha user's remote batch statlen.

'_ The MOS referred te in the figure is the community's Measure of Size. It is

._ _he total number of households in the community and is calculated befora the

-5 administration of the survey (see Chapter 3, Reference I, Appendix B). The

user should punch the value for his community, starting in column i_ as a

five digit number, adding any leading zeros necessary te make it five digits.
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-_ @RUN,R/RT VARIAN/64/_,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,_95,5_
@PASSWD password
@CHG,Z VAR!ANOUTPUT.

__ @ERS VARIANOUTPUT.
@ASG,A VARIANOUTPUT.
@ASG,A LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A GOODDATA.

_' @USE 10,GOODDATA.

@BRKPT PR!NT$/VARIANOUTPUT
@XQT LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.VARIANCE
@BRKPT PRINTS
@FREE VARIANOUTPUT.

@CHG,V VARIANOUTPUT.

@SYM,U VARIANOUTPUT.,,site-id
@FIN

!

i

I

T

.. g_

ii

Figure 3-9

Sample VARIANCE Runstream
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3.3.4 ERROEANDRECOVERY PROCEDURES (See Subsection 3.1.2)

3.3.5 CONSTRAINTS/LIMITATIONS

VARL_CE's most severn limitation is the fact that it is unable to tell good

-- data from bad. For this reason, it is essential that the data cleaning step

he performed correctly. Otherwise, the statistics produced by VARLLNCE will

be meaningless.

Data from up to 76_ respondents can be processed hy VARI._NCE. This is 6@

cases above the 7_ recommended for the survey. This should provide plenty

of extra space for zealous survey administrators.

-- 3.3.6 DATA BASE

VARIANCE references the file proJ-id*OOODDATA. It uses the data in this file

to calculate its statlstins. It does not alter the file.

3.3.7 CONTROL LANGUAGE None.

,i

i i 3.3•8 INPUT

i _ VARIANCE has two sources of input:

i " ! • The disk file proJ-ld*GOODDATA.
l

. • The runstream
[

ProJ-id*GOODDATA. is created after a successful run of CL_N by copying

proj-ld*RAWDATA, as described in 3.2.3 above. It contains the data for which

-_ VARIANCE will calculate statistics. The format and content of proj-ld*_WDATA.

_ are described in 3.2.8.

The runstream gives VARIANCE the measure of size (MOS) for the community. It

_ is on a single card in FORTRA/q 15 format. See 3.3.3 above for information on

_' its significance.

'_ 3.3.9 OUTPUT

VARIANCE produces two forms of output: a printer listing of the statistics

_ produced and a disk file which contains a copy of this listing for later use.

An example of this output can be seen in Figure 3-i_,
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VARIABLE MEAN 50. STANDARD CONFIDENCE COEFFICIENT NUMBER OF NUMBER OF

NAtAE MEAN ERROR ERROR INTERVAL OF VARIATION CLUSTEB5 DATA POINTS

OE 2.250 .Bgob .$391 3.307 |.193 .240 4, 4,

06A 2.250 ,EGO6 ,5391 3,307 1.193 .240 4. 4,

06B 2.250 ,2gOb ,5391 3.307 1.193 .24B 4. 4,

06C 2.250 .2906 .5391 3.307 1,193 .240 4, 4.

O6D 2.250 ,2906 .53gl 3,3B7 1.193 .240 4, 4.

Q_E 2.250 .2906 .5391 3.307 |,193 .BAO 4. 4,

OeF 2.250 .2906 .5391 _.3OT 1.193 .B40 4. 4,

Q6G 2.250 ,2906 ,5391 3.307 1.193 .240 4. 4.

06H 2.250 .BgO6 .5391 3.307 1.|93 .240 4, 4.

06I 2.250 ,2906 .5391 3.307 1.]93 .240 4, 4,

eOJ B.R50 .2g06 .5391 3.307 1.193 .240 4. 4,

06K 2.250 .2906 ,S391 3.307 1.193 .240 4. 4.

Figure 3-10

San%ple of VARIANCE Output

)
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3.4 TAILOR

-- TAILOR is included in the ASDAS to perform three functions:

• To generate the correct SPSS programs for local conditions;

• To allow the addition of acoustical monitoring data to

the SPSS program RECODE2;

• To permit local additions to these programs.

These are necessary because different localities will

require slightly different treatment of the attitudinal data they have

collected, depending upon whether or not they have a noise control

program and whether or not they have completed the acoustical survey.

All three functions are controlled by the data card that Occurs directly

after the @XQT ATTITUDINAL.TAILOR card in the runstream. TAILOR reads

this card to determine if a noise control program exists and if acoustical

monitoring data is available.

This information is coded as two numbers, or fla_s, punched on the card in

FORTRAN 215 format. The first flag, in columns 1-5, refers to the avail-

ability of acoustical data. If the surveyed community has been acousti-

cally surveyed, the flag is set to a non-zero value to indicate this.

It is _ or left blank, otherwise. The second flag, in columns 6-16, is

-- set to a non-zero number if the community has a noise control program,

If there is no such program, it is _ or blank. The flag card must always4.

be provided even if the community has no noise control program and has not

_i performed the acoustical survey. An example of this card is shown on

line 15 of Figures 3-11 to 3-16.

q_i If no acoustical monitoring program exists, all that the user need do is

run TAILOR on each of the $PSS elements in LISTEN*ATTITUDINal. : BECODE1,

Im LABELS, RECODE2, FREQUENCIES, CROSSTABS, and REGRESSIONS.
I ";F

If an acoustical monitoring program does exist, it will be necessary

_ to make use of TAILOR's second function. This function adds program

statements to the SPSS program RECODE2. These statements are punched by

!_ the user according to the format given on page 4-53 of reference l, **

__ **No_e: As described by Figure 3-13a, the format of Reference 1 is not compatible

with the SPSS version used at NCC. The RECODE of DBLEVEL should be broken up

into several (3 or 4) smaller multi-line statements instead ef 1 large statement.
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@RUN,R/RT TALRl/35/_,acc-nu_n/user-id,proj-id,@_3,3_
-- @PASSWD password

@CHG,Z ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.

__ @ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A TAILORINPUT.
@ASG,A TAILOROUTPUT.
@USE 4,TAILORINPUT.

-- @USE 7,TAILOROUTPUT.
@US*ER.ED,i TAILORINPUT.

(leave blank card here)
_ ADD LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.RECODEI

EXIT

@XQT LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.TAILOR

1
-- @EOF

i @COPY,I TAILOROUTPUT.,ATTITUDINAL.RECODE1
@FREE ATTITUDINAL.

@CHG,V ATTITUDINAL.

; @FIN

_r

Figure3-i1

o : Runstream to run TAILOR on RECODE1

£Community has Noise Control But no Acoustical Monitoring)
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@RUN,R/RT TALR2/35/_,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,_3,3_
@PASSWD password

__ @CHG,Z ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.

@ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A TAILORINPUT.

-- @ASG,A TAILOROUTPUT.

@USE 4,TAILORINPUT.
@USE 7,TAILOROUTPUT.

-- @US*E_.ED,I TAILORINPUT.

(leave blank card here)
ADD LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.LABELS

EXIT
@XQT LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.TAILOR

@EOF

@COPY,I TAILOROUTPUT.,ATTITUDINAL.LABELS
@FREE ATTITUDINAL.

@CHG,V ATTITUDINAL.
@FIN

i:,i

i

_! Figure 3-12

Runstream to run TAILOR on LABELS

: (Community has Noise Control But no Acoustical Monitoring)
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@RUN,R/RT TALR3/35/_,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,_3,3_
M @PASSWD password

@CHG,Z ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.

-_ @ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.

@ASG,A TAILORINPUT.
@ASG,A TAILOROUTPUT.

@USE 4,TAILORINPUT.
-- @USE 7,TAILOROUTPUT.

@US*ER.ED,I TAILORINPUT.

(leave blank card here)
ADD LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.RECODE2

i EXIT
@XQT LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.TAILOR

@EOF

@COPY,I TAILOROUTPUT.,ATTITUDINAL.RECODE2
@FREE ATTITUDINAL.
@CHG,V ATTITUDINAL.

; @FIN

r_

_ Figure 3-13

"_ Runstream to Run TAILOR on RECODE2

f_ (Community has Noise Control But No Acoustical Monitoring) i
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_ @RUN,R/RT TALR3/35/@,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,_3,3_
@PASSWD password
@CHG,Z ATTITUDINAL.

@ASG,A LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.
-- @ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.

@ASG,A TAILORINPUT.
@ASG,A TAILOROUTPUT.

-- @USE 4,TAILORINPUT.
9USE 7,TAILOROUTPUT.

@US*ER.ED,I TAILOR!NPUT.
(leave blank card here)

ADD LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.RECODE2
EXIT

@XQT LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.TAILOR
-- 1 1

COMPUTE DBLEVEL=CL

RECODE DBLEVEL (1=55) (2=6 _) (3=8_) (4=63)

(37=92) (38=93) (39=5@) (4@=73) (41=62)
RECODE DBLEVEL (46=95) (47=79) (48=61) (49=50)

!

i (78=50) (79=66) (8_=53)(81=95) (82=58)
RECODE DBLEVEL (86=35) (87=44) (88=45) (89=46)

(96=53) (97=54) (98=55) (99=56) (100=60).
-- @EOF

__ @COPY,I TAILOROUTPUT.,ATTITUDINAL.RECODE2
@FREE ATTITUDINAL.

:_ @CHG,V ATTITUDINAL.
. @FIN
L_

Figure 3-13a

_ Runstream to run TAILOR on RECODE2

(Community has Noise Control and Acoustical Monitoring)

-- **NOTE: SPSS version used at NCC requires RECODES to be broken up

into several small statements not 1 large multi-line statement,
as described in reference l, pg 4-53, Appendix B.
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@RUN,R/RT TALR4/35/_,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,_3,3g
-- @PASSWD password

@CHG,Z ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.

_ @ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A TAILORINPUT.
@ASG,A TAILOROUTPUT.
@USE 4,TAILORINPUT.

-- @USE 7,TAILOROUTPUT.

@US*ER.ED,I TAILORINPUT.
(leave blank card here)

ADD LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.FREQUENCIES
EXIT

_ @XQT LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.TAILOR

@EOF
@COPY,I TAILOROUTPUT.,ATTITUDINAL.FREQUENCIES
@FREE ATTITUDINAL.

-- @CHG,V ATTITUDINAL.

@FIN

,I

E_

Figure 3-14

Runstream to Run TAILOR on FREQUENCIES

_ Community has Noise Control But no Acoustical Monitoring)
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@RUN,R/RT TALR5/35/_,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,_3,3_
-- @PASSWD password

@CHG,Z ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.

-- @ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A TAILORINPUT.
@ASG,A TAILOROUTPUT.
@USE 4,TAILORINPUT.

-- @USE 7,TAILOROUTPUT.

@US*ER.ED,I TAILORINPUTo
(leave blank card here)

ADD LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.CROSSTABS
EXIT

@XQT LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.TAILOR

@EOF

@COPY,I TAILOROUTPUT.,ATTITUDINAL.CROSSTABS
@FREE ATTITUDINAL.

-- @CHG,V ATTITUDINAL.
@FIN

r

L

L

_J

"_ Figure3-15
_J

Runstream to Run TAILOR on CROSSTABS

- (.Community has Noise Control But NO Acoustical Monitoring)
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-- @RUN,R/RT TALR6/35/@,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,_Z3,3_
@PASSWD password
@CHG,Z ATTITUDINAL.

-- @ASG,A LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A TAILORINPUT.

_ @ASG,A TAILOROUTPUT.

@USE 4,TAILORINPUT.
@USE 7,TAILOROUTPUT.

@US*ER.ED,i TAILORINPUT.
-- (leave blank card here)

ADD LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.REGRESSIONS

EXIT

@XQT LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.TAILOR

: @EOF

-- @COPY,I TAILOROUTPUT.,ATTITUDINAL.REGRESSIONS
@FREE ATTITUDINAL.

@CHG,V ATTITUDINAL.
@FIN

b_

{

{_I

Figure 3-16

Runstream to Run TAILOR on REGRESSIONS

- (Community has Noise Control But No Acoustical Monitoring)
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Appendix B. They are placed directly after the control card described

-- above, but _ when TAILOR is run on LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.RECODE2. The

other SPSS programs are treated exactly as before.

TAILOR'S third function is to add any statements to the SPSS programs

that may be helpful for a particular city. The way in which_ they are

-- added is very similar to the way statements are added to RECODE2. Before

the user attempts to take advantage of this capability of TAILOR it is

-- suggested that he thoroughly study the programs that will be affected by

it.

-- 3.4.1 SECURITY (See Section 3.1.1)

3.4.2 INITIATION PROCEDURES

Before TAILOR is run:

• The cards to be used as data must be p1_nched and placed

in the runstreams after the @XQT LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.TAILOR

card.

• The card with the flags on it will go first followed, in

correct order, by the cards which the user wishes to

insert into the program, if any.

• If there has been no acoustical survey, and the community

: : does not wish to modify the programs, then the flag card

will be the only data card following the @XQT card.

•_p_ • The four files LISTEN_ATTITUDINAL., proJ-id#ATTITUDINAL.,

proj-id*TAILORINPUT., and proj-ld*TAILOROUTPUT., must all be

_ available. The first must contain the system library and

the latter three should be empty (as they will be when

[._I created by the first system initiation runstream).

3.4.3 OPERATIONAL pROCEDURES

[ _ TAILOR must be run for each of the six SPSS elements in LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL. :
L,.I

RECODEI and LABELS, RECODE2, FREQUENCIES, CROSSTABS and REGRESSIONS. The

i runstreams shown in Figures 3-11 through 3-16 should be modified by replacing

_4 the user-id, acc-num, proJ-id and password. The flag card should also be

-- replaced with a flag card containing the appropr_'ate values as described in

Section 3.4.

! I"
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If acoustical survey data is to he used, the runstream in Figure 3-13a should

be submitted when TAILOR is run on the RECODE2 program instead of that in

Figure 3-13. Remember to include the additional data cards described in

Section 3.4 directly after the card that contains the flags.

Optionally, additional data cards may be included in the runs for RECODEI, LABELS,

-- FREQUENCIES, CROSSTABS, and R_GRESSIONS in order to add statements to

produce special statistics for a co_nunity. It is suggested that the

user be certain he knows what he is doing before attempting this.

3.4.4 ERROR PROCEDURES

-- This section does not discuss errors that may be created when the user

attempts to modify the SPSS programs by taking advantage of TAILOR'S

third function. It is presumed that a user sophisticated enough to modify

the programs is also sophisticated enough to debug them.

As with all the other programs, TAILOR is vulnerable to operating system

: and hardware failures. And, as with all the other programs, recovery

from this type of failure is made by simply resubmitting the run which

failed.

Unlike the other programs, TATLOR is very vulnerable to user mistakes.

This is simply because there is more for the user to do in running TAILOR
,J

and therefore more opportunity for the user to make a mistake.

I , User mistakes can be divided into two categories: those that show up

immediately, and those that remain hidden until the SPSS programs are

I rLLn. Mistakes in coding the first data card, the one containing the

flags, are in the first category. The user may have coded a letter instead

I_ of a number for the value of one of the flags. In this case, an error

I,
message will be printed by the operating system, the value of that flag

I_!_ will be set to _ and TAILOR allowed to run to completion. The usershould retype this card and resubmit the run if this happens.

Kl The second kind of error occurs if the user codes the wrong values for

!_" the flags. To make sure that this has not happened, he should look at

the output produced by each run. TAILOR prints out the values of each

flag and the conditions implied by their values (see Figure 3-17), If

these do not correspond to the values and conditions that should have been

input, change the first data card so it contains the correct values and

resubmit the run which was in error.
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-- _tistakes made in the cards following the TAILOR runstream belong in the

second category. They remain hidden until the SPSS programs are run.

_ They reveal themselves in two ways. First, the SPSS program RECODE2

may refuse to run. If so, the SPSS processor at NCC will produce an

error message of the form sho_rn in Figure 3-1S. If this occurs, the user

must go back and rerun TAILOR for RECOOE2 after having corrected the m/s-

take in the input cards. The mistake will probably be an obvious one

such as a misspelling. Then the user should continue with the rest of

the system starting with REC0DE2. It is unnecessary to run RECOOE1 a

second time.

The second way a mistake may reveal itself is more subtle and more

-- destructive. The program inay run, but be wrong. The only way to detect

this is for the user to look at the output of the RECODE2 SPSS program

- and check to make sure that the recodes that were performed on DBLEVEL

were the ones he desired. In other words, _he user should look to see

that the cards used as input to TAILOR when it was run on KECODE2 are

duplicated in the output of RECODE2. If they are not, the input cards

; for TAILOR must be corrected, the TAILOR run for RECODE2 must be resllb-

i ". mitred, and then the rest of the system must be continued, starting by

running YtECODE2 again.

_ This type of mistake may also be detected by looking at the output of the

FREQUENCIES program. If invalid decibel levels appear, then the cards

_ input to TAILOR when it was run on RECODE2 were wrong. This will not,

however, reveal recodes that are incorrect but result in valid decibel

_ levels.

3.4. 5 DATA BASE None.

_a
] - 3.4. 6 CONTROL LANGUAGE Nose.

3.4. 7 INPUT

i_ TAILOR has two sources of input: the file proj-id*TAILORINPUT, and the

runstream £i.e., the logical card reader]. Every time TAILOR is run, an

element from LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL. is copied into proj-id*TAILOR_NPUT.

It is necessary to make this copy instead of operating directly on

LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL. because of the way the EXEC 8 operating system
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differentiates between program and data files. Each of the six times

TAILOR is run, a different element of LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL. is copied

into proJ-id*TAILORINPUT. The elements to be used are: RECODE1,

-- LABELS, RECODE2, FP_EQUENCIES, CROSSTABS, and REGRESSIONS.

The runstream contains the data cards that control TAILOR: the flag card

and the modification cards, both described in Subsections 3.4 and 3.4.2

above. These cards follow the @XQT LISTEN*ATTITUD_£NAL.TAILOR card in the

r%L_strea_% and precede the next control card (i.e., the next card beginning

with an @ sign).

3.4.8 OUTPUT

TAILOR produces two forms of output for each run it makes. The first

--" is a_ element in the file proj-id*ATTITUDINAL. The elements TAILOR

creates are: RECODE1, L_BELS, RECODE2, FREQUENCIES, CROSSTABS, and

-- REGRESSIONS.

The second is a printout which =ells _he user the values of the flags

-- TAILOR has read in. (See Figure 3-171.

r.3
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3.5 RECODEI

RECODE1 is an SPSS program which takes the verified data produced by the

CLEAN program and performs a number of manipulations on it. These

manipulations make the data suitable for input to the series of statistical

analysis progra/ns that follow RECODE2. The details of the manipulations

are not important to the user. They may be found in the program documen-
--4

ration.

3.5.1 SECURITy (See subsection 3,1.i)

3.5.2 INITIATION pROCEDURES

Before running RECODEI it is necessary to have run CLEAN and TAILOR as

described in Sections 3.2 and 3.4 above. The files proj-id*GOODDATA.,

proj-id*SYSFILEl, and proj-id*zSCORES, must be available.

3.5.3 OPEP_TIO_JAL PROCEDURE

To run RECODE1 the user should submit the runstream shown in Figure 3-19.

3.5.4 ERROR AND RECOVERY PROCEDURES (See subsection 3.1.2)

3.5.5 CONSTRAINTS/LIMITATIONS
l j

RECODEI's only limitation is the number of cases of questionnaire data

, / its output files (proj-id*SYSFILEI, and proj-id*ZSCORES.) can hold, This

number is much larger than the 7_ cases that the survey is designed to

_ produce. RECODEI, like all the other SPSS programs, is unable to distin-

guish between good and bad data. It is therefore essential that the data

_ clea_ing step be done correctly.

3.5.6 DATA BASE

_,t" RECODEI references two files that could be construed as data bases. The

first is proj-id_GOODDATA, which contains cleaned questionnaire data.

, _ RECODEI reads from this file. The second is proj-id*SYSFILE1. This

contains the results of all the calculations done by RECODE1 as well as

the data from proJ-id*GOODDATA. It is in SPSS system file format. This

file will be used by _ECODE2.

3.5.7 CONTROL LANGUAGE None.

n _J
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@RUN, R/RT RCOD1/64/_, acc-num/user-id, proj-id, _5,5_

@PASSWD password
@CHG,Z SYSFiLEI.

@CHG,Z ZSCORES.
@ERS SYSFILEI.

-- @ERS ZSCORES.

i @ASG,A LIB*SPSS7-2.

@ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.
-- @ASG,A SYSFILEI.

@ASG,A ZSCORES.

@ASG,A GOODDATA.

@USE 4,SYSFILEI.
@USE 20,ZSCORES.

; @USE 8,GOODDATA.
@LIB*SPSS7-2.SPSS.

@ADD ATTITUDINAL.RECODEI

@EOF
@FREE SYSFILEI.

_; @FREE ZSCORES.
@CHG,V SYSFILEI.
@CHG,V ZSCORES.
@FIN

t..l

I_ Figure3-19

Sample RECODE1 Runstream

J,

/ I
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3.5.8 INPUT

RECODE1 uses the file proj-id*GOODDATA, as input. This file has the same

-- format as proj-id*RA_ATA, which is described in subsection 3.2.8. It is

on disk and contains the cleaned data from the attitudinal survey questionnaire.

_-" 3.5.9 OUTPUT
J

RECODE1 produces tw_ output files: proj-id*SYSFILEI, and proj-id*ZSCORES.

_" Both are stored on disk.

3.5.9.1 ProJ-id*SYSFILE1

This file is a standard SPSS system file produced by the SPSS control card
J

SAVE FILE. The format of this type file is described in reference 6 ,

Appendix B. The file will be used as input to the program RECODE2.

3.5.9.2 Proj-id*ZSCOP_ES.

' This file is an intermediate file containing data produced by RECODEI

which is to be used as input to P_ECODE2. It is produced by the SPSS

; control card sequence:

, CONDESCRIPTIVE QI2,QI3A TO QI3E,QI9,Q2_,Q21SUM

; OPTIONS 3

t,_ Its format is given in reference 6, Appendix B.

_[

J

I;

;'_
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_ 3.6 RECODE2.

RECODE2 accepts as input the files proj-id*SYSFILEI, and proj-id*ZSCORES.

.-- The data from proj-id*ZSCORES, is modified and then merqed with that froln

proj-id*SYSFILE1, to produce the output file, proj-id*SYSFILE2, proj-id*SYSFILE2.

-- is used by the statistical analysis progr_ns that follow. The details of

this manipulation are in the program documentation.

-- 3.6.1 SECURITY (See subsection 3.1.1)

3.6.2 INITIATION PROCEDURES

RECODE2 can be run only after P_CODEI has executed. The data files

proj-id*SYSFILEl., proj-id*zSCORES, and proj-id*SYSFILE2, must be available

-- for RECODE2 to run.

3.6.3 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

The user should submit the runstream given in Figure 3-20.

3.6.4 ERROR AND RECOVERY PROCEDURES (See subsection 3.1.2).

i _ 3.6.5 CONSTRAINTS AND LIMITATIONS (See subsection 3.5.5).

3.6.6 DATA BASEr,

RECODE2 reads proj-id*SYSFILE1. The information from that file is

_' combined with that in proj-id*ZSCORES, and with the compound variables

defined in RECODE2 to create a new SPSS system file: proj-id*SYSFILE2.

--; The files proJ-id*SYSPILEI, and proj-id*ZSCORES, remain on disk, unaltered.

...._ 3.6.7 CONTROL LANGUAGE None.

! 3.6.8 INPUT (See subsection 3.5.9).L

3.6.9 OUTPUT

q_j RECODE2 produces a disk file named proj-id*SYSFILE2. It is in EPSS system

file format as described in reference 6, Appendix B. It holds the contents

of proj-id*SYSFILE1, as well as a number of new, compound variables for

use by later statistical analysis programs.

i
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@RUN, P/RT RCOD2/64/@,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,_@5,4_
@PASSWD password

"_ @CHG,Z SYSFILE2.
@ERS SYSFILE2.

@ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A LIB*SPSS7-2.

@ASG,A SYSFILEI.
@ASG,A ZSCORES.

_ @ASG,A SYSFILE2.
@USE 3,SYSFIL_I.
@USE 4,SYSFILE2.
@USE 8,ZSCORES.
@LIB*SPSS7-2.SPSS
@ADD ATTITUDINAL.RECODE2

@EOF

_ @FREE SYSFILE2.
@CHG,V SYSFILE2.
@FIN

--4

J_

J

_ Figure3-20

Sample EECODE2 Runstream
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3.7 FREQUENCIES

FREQUENCIES produces frequency distributions and the mode, range, minimum,

and maximum statistics for a number of variables in the attitudinal survey.

-- 3.7.1 SECURITY (See subsection 3.1.i),

3.7.2 INITIATION PROCEDURES

FP_EQUENCIES follows RECODE2 in the ASDAS. The input file proj-id*SYSF_LE2.,
i

previously generated by RECODE2, must be availaSls before running this

program. The file proj-id*FREQOUT, must also be available,

3.7.3 OPEP.%TIONALPROCEDUP_ES i

A runstrearn is given in Figure 3-21. The usar should submit this rumstraam

after substituting the appropriate values for user-id, acc-num, proj-id

and password.

3.7.4 EP_ROR AND P,ECOVERY PROCEDUP_S (See subsection 3.1.2).

3.7.5 CONSTRAINTS/LIMITATIONS (See subsection 3.5.5) .

3.7.6 DATA BASE

• ._ FREQUENCIES reads proj-id*SYSFILE2.

3.7.7 CONTROL LANGUAGE None.

I r

3.7.8 INPUT. (see subsections 3.6.9 and 3,6.6 regarding proj-id-SYSFILE2.)

:_ 3.7.9 OUTPUT

FREQUENCIES' output file, proj-id*FREQOUT., is kept on disk and is a

_=_ standard EXEC 8 alte_ate print file. A listing Of this file is sent to

the user's line printer.

f_

I
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@RUN,R/RT FREQ/64/_,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,9@8,6_
@PASSWD password
@CHG,Z FREQOUT.
@ERS FREQOUT.

__ @ASG,A LIB*SPSS7-2.
@ASG,A SYSFILE2.
@ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.

@ASG,A FREQOUT.
"_ @USE 3,SYSFILE2.

@BRKPT PR!NT$/FREQOUT
@LIB*SPSS7-2.SPSS

@ADD ATTITUDINAL.FREQUENCIES
@EOF

@BRKPT PRINTS
@FREE FREQOUT.

@CHG,V FREQOUT.
@SYM,U FREQOUT.,,site-id
@FIN

t_

)

_ Figure3-21

Sample FREQUENCIES Runstream
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3.8 CROSSTABS

CROSSTABS is an SPSS program which produces contingency tables with chi-square

statistics for sc!lec=ed Attitudinal Survey variables.

3.8.1 SECURITY (See subsection 3.1.1).

3.8.2 INITIATION PROCEDURES

_ Befor_ starting CROSSTABS the user must make sure that the files proj-id*SYSFILE2.

and proj-ld*XTABSOUT, are available. This means RECODE2 mus_ have beem run.

-- 3.8.3 OPE_TION_, PROCEDURES

A template of the CROSSTABS runstream is shown in Figure 3-22. The user

-- should su/_mit this runstream after substituting for user-id, acc-num,

proj-id, password, and site-id.

-- 3.8.4 E_OR AND RECOVERy PROCEDURES (See subsection 3.1.2).
i

3.8.8 CONSTRAZNT/LIMITATIONS (See SLLbseetion 3.5.5).

i 3.8.6 DATA BASE

CROSSTABS reads proj-id*SYSFILE2.
7
....i 3.8.7 CONTROL LANGUAGE None.

_ 3.8.8 INPUT (See subsections 3.6.9 and 3.6.6 reqarding proj-id*SYSFILE2.

3.8.9 OUTPUT

I CROSSTABS produces the file proj-id*XTABSOUT, which is a standard EXEC 8

alternate print file. A listing of this file is sent to the user's line

printer.

r_

c_
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@RUN,R/RT XTABS/64/g,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,@l@,6@_
" @PASSWD password

@CHG,Z XTABSOUT.
@ERS XTABSOUT.

@ASG,A LIB*SPSS7-2.
@ASG,A SYSFILE2.

@ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A XTABSOUT.
@USE 3,SYSFILE2.

@BRKPT PRINT$/XTABSOUT
@LIB*SPSS7-2.SPSS
@ADD ATTITUDINAL.CROSSTABS

: @EOF

@BRKPT PRINTS
--, @FREE XTABSOUT.

@CHG,V XTABSOUT.

@SYM,U XTABSOUT.,,site-id
-_ @FIN

f
1

._r

__ Figure3-22

-- Sample Runstream for CROSSTABS

7
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3,9 R_GRESS IONS

REGRESSIONS is an SPSS program that performs a multiple linear regression

analysis on a number of the variables contained in the Attitudinal Survey.

The regressions are performed according to the causal path model outlined

in reference l, Appendix B.

--_ 3.9.1 SECURITY (See subsection 3.1.1)

3.9.2 INITIATION PROCEDURES NOT APPLICABLE.

3.9.3 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

See Figure 3-23 for a model REGRESSIONS runstream. Replace user-id, aec-num,

proj-id, password and site-id, with the correct values and submit the

runstream. Because P_EGRESSIONS is likely to be expensive, the runstream

requests the lowest and least expensive priority. This priority means that

the job probably will not run until a_er 5:_ P.M.. NCC _ime.

To allow the job to run during the day, the user should punch an R instead

af a D in column 6 of card i in the runstream (the @RUN card). The cost to

run will increase about 3_%,
J

3.9.4 ERROR AND RECOVERY PROCEDURES (See subsection 3.1.2)

_.,.' 3.9.5 CONSTRAINTS/LIMITATIONS (See subsection 3.5.5)

,--, 3.9.6 DATA BASE

REGRESSIONS reads proj-id*SYSFILE2,

: 3.9.7 CONTROL LANGUAGE None.

3.9.8 _NPUT (See subsections 3.6.9 and 3.6.6)

,:_, 3.9.9 OUTPUT

_ The output file, proj-id*REGRESSOUT. _ is a standard F_v.Ec 8 alternate print

• _ file containing the results of the REGRESSION program. A listing of this

file is sent to the user's line printer.

• i

_A
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@RUN,D/RT RGRSS/64/_,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,_2@,6_@
-_ @PASSWD password

@CHG,Z REGRESSOUT.
@ERS REGRESSOUT.

@ASG,A LIB*SPSS7-2_
@ASG,A SYSFILE2.

@ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A REGRESSOUT.
@USE 3,SYSFILE2.

@BRKPT PRINT$/REGRESSOUT
@LIB*SPSS7-2.SPSS

@ADD ATTITUDINAL.REGRESSIONS

! @EOF
' @BRKPT PRINTS

@FREE REGRESSOUT.

-- @CHG,V REGRESSOUT.
@SMM,U REGRESSOUT.,,site-id
@FIN

:J

L

_D

1

1 Figure3-23

--) Sample REGRESSIONS Runstream
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3.1_ ARCHIVING THE SYSTE_I'S RESULTS

The expense and trouble of running the ASDAS will have been wasted if the

results are missing when they are needed at some future time. Keeping

copies of the results on disk is expensive, however, and paper has a

tendency to get lost. The best way to preserve the system's output is on

tape. It is suggested that a separate tape be written for each city, and

that is the approach taken below.

3.1_.i SECURITY

The best security that can be provided for a tape is to store it in a safe

place. This place must have the right environment for tape storage and

the tape must be well labeled so the data on it will not deteriorate or

-- become unusable because its format has been forgotten. It is suggested

that the tape listing portion of this section's output be used as the label.

-- It is also suggested that a master list be m_intained of tape numbers,

tape names and the cities to w_Lich they correspond.

When it is written, the system archive tape will be catalogued as a public

: file with a write key. This means that any user can read the tape, but he

must know the proper key (a sort of password) to write on it. This key

'.i will be the same for all ASDAS tapes.

3. l_. 2 INITIATION PROCEDt_ES

The user's first step in storing the ASDAS data is, of course, to run the

_ system. Next, a tape must be obtained. To request a tape, the user should

_ call the Tape Librarian (See Appendix A for a list of useful NCC phone

numbers).

'_:!_ If the tap_ will remain at NCC, a library tape should be asked for. If

it is to be removed, a 'B-tape' is needed. Users are charged tape rentalcl

(_ and storage costs. Library tapes are much cheaper. The Tape Librarian

will know the current charges.

t_ 3. i_. 3 0PERATION.A-L PROCEDURES

-_ Figttre 3-24 shows the runstream that should be used to archive the ASDAS.

. i AS usual_ the user must substitute the appropriate values for user-id, amc-nuJn,

-_ proj-id and password. New for this run is 'tape-nu_n' the nu_er assigned

i to the tape by the Tape Librarian. It will be given to the user at the time

i the tape is requested.
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@RUN,R/RT ARCHIV/35/l,ace-nuln/user-id,proj-id,_95
-- @PASSWD password

@DELETE,C tape-ham.

@ASG,UP/W tape-nam.//ASDAS,36N,tape-num
@USE OUTTAPE.,tape-nam.

-- @ASG,A LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.

@ASG,A ATTITUDINAL.
@ASG,A G00DDATA.
@ASG,A SYSFILE2.
@ASG,A VARIANOUTPUT.

@ASG,A FREQOUT.
_ @ASG,A XTABSOUT.

@ASG,A REGRESSOUT.
@COPOUT LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL.,OUTTAPE.

@COPOUT ATTITUDINAL.,OUTTAPE.
@COPY VARIANOUTPUT.,OUTTAPE.
@COPY FREQOUT.,OUTTAPE.

@COPY XTABSOUT.,OUTTAPE.
@COPY REGRESSOUT.,OUTTAPE.

i @COPY GOODDATA.,OUTTAPE.
@COPY SYSFILE2.,0UTTAPE.
@REWIND OUTTAPE.

@US*ER.FLIST,B OUTTAPE.
@FIN

i

i

I

e_
,J

; Figure3-24

"-_ Runstream to Archive ASDAS Results
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-- The user must also substitute some meaningful name for "tape-nam'. This name

must be twelve letters or shorter. It is suggested that the name take the

form: 'city-ASDAS' where 'city' _s the city's name or a shortened form of

it and the dash is included in the name.

If the user wishes to write more than one archive tape, the archiving run

should be submitted once per tape. Tape-nsm and tape-sum should be altered

appropriately. It is suggested that they be named consecutively: 'city-ASDASl',

'city-ASDAS2', etc.

The runstream saves the files:

LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL. (Which contains CLEAN, TAILOR,

VARIANCE and the raw form of all

SPSSprograms)

proj-id*ATTITUDINAL (Which contains the SPSS programs

in the form in which they were
-- used on the data).

proj-id*VARIANOUTPUT.

-- proj-id*FP.EQOUT.

proj-id*XTABSOUT.

proj-id*R_GP_SSOUT.

! proj-id*GOODDATA.

proj-id*SYSFILE2.

! _ The program files are saved because there is plenty of room on the tape and

because it may be very useful to know exactly which version of a program

!:_ produced the output in hand. The best way to ensure that this information

is available is to keep a copy of the program along with the output it has

!_i generated.

3.1_.4 EP,ROR AND R_COVERY PROCEDURES

i_ If for some reason, this job should fail in the middle of a run, simply

resubmit it. It should run to completion. If the job consistently fails,

I>_ take the input deck and the output listings to a systems programmer.

It is suggested that the runstream discussed in the next section be run

___ to make sure that the tape has been written correctly. If it has not,

check the cards used in this section. If they are incorrect, correct them

and resubmit the run. If they are correct, consult a systems programmer.
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3.!@.5 CONSTRAINTS/LIMITATIONS Not Applicable.

3. IB. 6 DATA BASE None.

3. lB, 7 CONTROL LANGUAGE None.

-- 3. l_. 8 INPUT

The inputs to the FUP_PUR processor (an EXEC 8 utility program that copies the files

-- to tapes)are

LISTEN *ATT ITUD INf_L.

pro] -id*ATTITUDINAL.

pro 3- id *VAR L%_O 5"_PUT.

.-4 pro 3-id*FREQOUT.

pro3-id*XTABSOUT.

-- pro3 -id_P_GRESSOUT.

, pro]-id*GOODDATA.

: proj-id*SYSFILE2.

[, These are disk files. Their formats are given in the previous portions

of the manual.

i ii 3.1_.9 OUTPUT

The output of the run is a tape with the input files copied onto it in the

., order given above. The t_ program files, LISTEN"ATTITUDI:IAL. and proj*ATTITUDINAL,

are in COPOUT format. The data files are in COPY format.

_- A directory of the files copied to the tape is also produced. It is

-- suggested that a copy of this be kept with the tape as no_ed above.
i

%..4

i

i
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3.11 DE-ARCHIVING THE SYSTEM'S RESULTS

-- When the information on the archive tape is needed, it will be necessary to

run a tape reading Job to obtain it. Such a Job is also a good check on

_ the archiving procedure of 3.1_, to see that the data have been written

£o the tape correctly.

-- 3.11.1 SECURITY (See section 3.1_.i)

3. ll. 2 INITIATION PROCEDURE

A tape of the form described in Section 3.1_ must be available. If the

tape was removed from the computer center, it must be returned.

The user must know the tape's number and the name with which i= was created.

Otherwise, he will be unable to get the information off it. Check the docu-

'_ mentatlon that the tape's creator should have affixed to _he tape for the

tape name and tape number.

-- 3.ii.3 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE

Figure 3-25 shows the rumstresm that is used to read the data from the tape.

User-id, ace-hum, proj-id, password, and site-ld are substituted for as

i usual. Tape-ham and tape-num should be taken from the documentation accompany-

-- ing the tape to be read. If there is none, a systems programmer will have to

i i be consulted to read this data from _he label written on the tape itself.

" The runstream will read the tape and copy the files it contains onto disk.

"_ The names of the de-archlved disk files will be different from the names of

the files that were copied to the tape. The new names are given in 3.11.9

i , below. Using different names prevents accidental destruction of the original

_ files.

i

1.i 3.ii. 4 ERROR AND RECOVERY PROCEDURES

A number of errors can occur when running this job. First, =he tape name or

_ number can be incorrectly identified or incorrectly punched. If this happens,

i_ the user will probably get an error message of the form:
_, 'I/0 ERROR 20.'

In some instances, o_her error messages such as

_. 'tape-nam IS BADLY POSITIONED 0RHAS BAD LABEL'

may be generated. If one of these messages oeaurs, the user should check

to see that the tape name and number are punched correctly in the runstream.
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@RUN,R/RT DRCHIV/35/l,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,H_6,5_@
@PASSWD password
@DELETE,C RL!STNATT.

@DELETE,C RPROJATT.
@DELETE,C RVAROUT.

-- @DELETE,C RFREQOUT.
@DELETE,C RXTABSOUT.
@DELETE,C RREGOUT.

_ @DELETE,C RGDDATA.
@DELETE,C RSYS2.
@CAT RLISTNATT.
@CAT RPROJATT.

@CAT RVAROUT.
@CAT RFREQOUT.
@CAT RXTABSOUT.

-- @CAT RREGOUT.

@CAT RGDDATA.
@CAT RSYS2.

_ @DELETE,C tape-na/_.

@ASG,U tape-nam.,36N,tape-num
@USE INTAPE.,tape-nam.
@REWIND INTAPE.

@COPIN INTAPE.,RLISTNATT.
@COPIN INTAPE.,RPROJATT.

@COPY INTAPE.,RVAROUT.
@COPY INTAPE.,RFREQOUT.

__ @COPY INTAPE.,RXTABSOUT.
@COPY INTAPE.RREGOUT
@COPY INTAPE.RGDDATA

-- @COPY INTAPE.RSYS2

-J @FREE INTAPE.
@H/DG *** ELEMENTS IN PROJ-ID*RLISTNATT.***

@PRT,T RLISTNATT.
@HDG ***ELEMENTS IN PROJ-ID*RPROJATT.***

@RRT,T RPROJATT.

@HDG,N
@SYM,U RVAROUT.,,site-id
@SYM,U RFREQOUT.,,site-id

@SYM,U RXTABSOUT.,,site-id

; @SY_,U RREGOUT.,,site-id
l.j @SYM,U RGDDATA.,,site-id

@F IN

Figure 3-25

£_ Runstream to De-Archive ASDAS Results
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Second, the computer operator may be unable to find the tape. If so, he will

send a message to that effect to the user's job and abort it. If the user

is certain the tape is at NCC, the Tape Librarian should be called, the

tape located and the runstream submitted again.

The final possibility is that the data on the tape may be bad. This will

probably cause the run to abort with an 'I/O ERROR'. _f it does net,

the file listings will make it obvious that an error has occurred hy

being filled with garbage. There is not a great deal the user can do in

this case, except hope that another copy of the tape is available.

3.11.5 CONSTP_ INTS/LIMITAT IONS Not Applicable.

-- 3.11.6 DATA BASE None.

3.11.7 COntROL LANGUAGE None.

3.11.8 INPUT

Input to this section's runstream is from a tape written by the runstream

described in 3.1_ above. This tape contains the ASDAS programs generated

for a particular city and the OUtpUt of those programs. See 3.1_ for its

format.

3.11.9 OUTPUT

d , Output from this runstream is in two forms: Files on disk and a listing

of these files. The names of the files on disk are not the names under

i_ which they were copied to tape. This prevents the user from accidentally

destroying the original data files.

1 The new file names are:

proj-id*P_LISTNATT.

:e proJ-id*RgROJATT.

proj-id*RVAROUT.

{_ proj-id*RPREQOUT.

proj-id*RXTABSOUT.

proj-id*RREGOUT.

proj-id*RGDDATA.

-- proj-id*RSYS2.

-- where _%e initial R signifies "restored."
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A directory Of the elements contained in the files proj-id*RLISTNATT, and

proj-id*RPROJATT, is included in the runstream printout. The directory

for proj-id*RPROJATT, should show that it contains the elements:

P_ECODE1

LABELS

RECODE2

FREQUENCIES

-- CROSSTABS

REGRESSIONS

-" proj-id*LISTNATT, should contain these elements plus others.

Five other printouts are also produced. These printouts each list the

contents of one of the following files:

proj-id*_AKOUT.

proj-id*KFREQOUT.

proj -id *RXTABSOUT.

proj-id*RREGOUT.

_ _ proj-id*RGDDATA.
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3.12 CLE_-HP

-- Once all work with the ASDAS has been completed, it may be desired to

delete the files it uses from disk. This will save money and make those

filenames available for other uses.

3.12.1 SECURITY Not applicable.

-- 3.12.2 INITIATION PROCEDURES Not applicable.

3.12.3 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

submit the runstream in Figure 3-26 after changing user-id, acc-num,

proj-id and password to the correct values. The ru_stream deletes the

following files:

proj-id*ATTITUDINAL.

-_ pro3_id,VARIANOUTPUT"

proj-id*FREQOUT.

pro 3-id*XTABSO_T.

it pro3-id*REGP_ESSOUT.

pro3-id*GOODDATA.
q;

It pro3-id*RAWDATA.

pro3-id*SYSFILE1.

! i pr°3-id*ZSCORES"
pro3-id*SYSFILE2.

I_ pro 3 -id*RLISTNATT.

pro 3 -id*RPROJATT.

l_i proj-id*RVAROUT.
E

pro3 -id*RFREQOUT.

proj-id*RXTABS0_r.

i_ pro3-id*RREGOUT.

pro3-id*RGDDATA.

_ _ pro 3-id*RSYS2.

3.12.4 ERROR AND RECOVERY PROCEDURES

If this run is submitted before the user is truly done with the system,

the system will have to be run again from the beginning or restored from

i
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@RUN,R/RT KILL/35/@,acc-num/user-id,proj-id,S_3@,2_
@PASSWD password

-- @DELETE,C ATTITUDINAL.
@DELETE,C VARIANOUTPUT.
@DELETE,C FREQOUT.
@DELETE,C XTABSOUT.

@DELETE,C REGRESSOUT.
@DELETE,C GOODDATA.
@DELETE,C RAWDATA.

-- @DELETE,C SYSFILEI.

@DELETE,C ZSCORES.
@DELETE,C SYSFILE2.

@DELETE,C RLISTNATT.
@DELETE,C RPROJATT.

@DELETE,C RVAROUT.
@DELETE,C RFREQOUT.
@DELETE,C RXTABSOUT.

@DELETE,C RREGOUT.
@DELETE,C RGDDATA.

-- @DELETE,C RSYS2.
@FIN

I_) 3-26 Sample Runstream to Delete LISTEN System

u.l
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q

the archive tape (if available). The only errors that will interfere

with this runstream's successful execution are transitory computer failures.

Deal with these by resabmitting the r_.

3.12.5 CONSTRAINTS/LIMITATIONS Not applicable.

3.12.6 DATA BASE None.

3.12.7 CONTROL LANGUAGE None.

-- 3.12.8 INPUT Not applicable.

! _ 3.12.9 OUTPUT Not applicable.

i

_4
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APPENDIXA

-- INFORHATION REGARDING THE EPA'S NATIONAL CO_UTER CENTER (.NCC)

A.I USEFUL PHONE NUMBERS

Figures A-l through A-3 give phone numbers of interest to NCC users.

-- A.2 USING TAPES

To obtain tapes for use on the NCC computer, centaet the tape librarian

-- at FTS 629-2385 (Commercial 919-541-2385) and provide _he following

• information:

a. Username

b. User account number

_ c. EPA Division with which user is working

. d. Number of tapes required

-- Tape Costs:

....; Rental of system library tape $2.00/month

I_, Storage of 'B-tape' (external tape) $2.00 (ist day)
I

,_a $I.00(daily,days2-14)

_= $2.00(daily,days14_)

l_i This does not include the purchase price of the 'B-tape'.

A.3 RUN PRIORITY

Batch runs submitted to the NCC must request one of four possible priority:

_ Urgent

I_'_' Preferred

!_m Routinei ,

i_ Deferred

A-I



Urgent requires special arrangements and permission and is almost never

_ used. Anticipated turnaround times for the other priorities are:

90th Percentile of Turnaround Time (Minutes)

Estimated Runtime
in Minutes Preferred Routine Deferred

2 50 60 ON(overnight)
-- l0 120 180 ON

30 360 ON(over ON

night)
_ 60 ON (overnight) ON ON

Using the cost of a routine Job as a base, the costs of an identical job
N

run at another priority would be Ln these proportions:

-- Urgent 6.0

Preferred2.0

Rou fine 1.0

_' Deferred 0.75
. u

i", Any Job requesting these resources or greater will be held till after
i_ 1700 NCC time:

I_, 66 kWordsof mainmemory

I_ 60 minutesof executiontime

30 minutes of execution time and 45 kWords of main memory

I_' 4 tapedrlves

Ii_ The charge will not be reduced.
Runs submitted and completed between 0800 and 1700 on Saturdays receive a

I_ 50% discount.
i ,

L4
A.4 SYSTEM AVAILABILITY

Table A-I shows the NCC operations schedule. Note that communicationsi

are now available startlr_ at 0730 Monday through Friday. Saturday's

schedule is unchanged.
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M

NCC SERVICES

Account Registration (919) 541-3629/3641
(FTS) 629-3629/3641

- Assistance/Consultation (919) 541-3649
(FTS) 629-3649

System Status Recording (919) 541-2226/2227

(FTS) 629-2226/2227

Documentation (919) 541-3646/3647

--' (FTS) 629-3646/3647

Production Control (919) 541-3655

-- (FTS)629-3655

Programming/Analysis (919) 541-3619
-- (FTS)629-3619

Refunds (919)541-3649
(FTS) 629-3649

._ Tape Librarian (919) 541-2385
(FTS) 629-2385

• Telecommunications

NCC Technician (919) 541-4506
(FTS) 629-4506

_. COMNET (WATS)(800)424-8647
i:, (FTS)(202)537-2610

. Training (919) 541-3648/3647(FTS) 629-3648/3647

!_ User Communications (919) 541-3647/3646(FTS) 629-3647/36461.5

-- FigureA-I

-_ Useful NCC Phone Numbers
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• i

u

LOCATION BAUD RATE MODEM TELEPHONE

Washington, D.C. 2000 baud 201-A (202) 686-5019
_'_ 4800baud 208-B (202)363-4713

All other areas 2000 baud 201-A (800) 424-3679
4800 baud 208-B (800) 424-3672

; #

._,

._2

L

,Z

tJ

_' FigureA-2

_i Phone Numbers for NCC Remote Batch Entry Access

k,
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INTERACTIVE ACCESS TO NCC

TO gain access to the NCC time sharing system the user must be

-- able to answer two questions:

-- i. Which speed am I running (300 bps or 1200 bps)?

2. Where am I?

.4

For 300 bps:
Dial:

-- Am I in a network city? NO _(800) 424-3690

Then type: NCCDF_MD

/

YES

Dial local number for your city

-- Then type: NCCDEMD

-- NETWORKCITIES

• Athens, Ga. (404) 549-3882 Montgomery, Ala. (205) 277-9390
Atlanta, Ga. (404) 873-6431 Nashville, Tenn. (615) 244-8020

,'_ Boston, Mass. (617) 742-0420 New Orleans (504) 566-0041

_ i Chicago, Ill. (312) 663-1640 New York, N.Y. (212) 962-7943j
Cincinnati, Ohio (513) 751-5800 Philadelphia, Pa. (215) 925-4407

,_ Columbia, S.C. (803) 256-1018 Res. Tri. Park, N.C. (919) 541-2000

!.., Dallas, Tex. (214) 651-1723 San Francisco, Cal. (415) 546-1395
Denver, Colo. (303) 837-0843 Seattle, Wash. (206) 682-6456
Grosse Ile, Mich. (313) 675-8936 Washington, D.C. (202) 966-9510:

_'_ Kansas City, Mo. (816) 474-3540 Wethersfield, Conn. (203) 529-3378
L_; Las Vegas, Nev. (702) 736-1988

[

[_ For1200bps:
<_ Either VADIC 3400 series compatibility or BELL 212 compatibility

Dial :
,_'_ YES

! Am I in Washington, D. C.? > (202) 966-9820 Then type:

_ _ NCCMSPDNO Dial:

Am I in Res. Tri. Park, N.C.? YES
(919) 541-2071 Then type:

NCCMSPDNO
Dial (800) 424-3607

*. :'_ Then type : NCCDEMD
_ _ Figure A-3

Numbers to Call to Gain Access to NCC Timesharing



TABLE A-I

-- NCC OPERATIONS SCHEDULE

|

DAY FULL SPLIT ! FUL' SPLIT FULL SPLIT I AS NE[DEO COe_U'dI-

OF SYSTEM SYSTEM i SYS)_ SYSTEM SYSTEM SYSTEM | FOR BACK- CATLD_iS
I- WEEK pR3D. P_3D. i P.M. _,H,/C_ B.A. TI_'_ 5.A. T]_ LC8 P:.:.

_N 0600-2430 O00D-OEO0 OBO0-2_,_,:
ll=

0000-0100 0100-0300
TU_5 _30-2400 0._3-v2_, 0300-0500 0_C0-0700 OBO0-2_3_

0000-0100 OSO0-O?OE
_O 0100-0500 (INSTALL 0]_-05C0 0800-2400

NEW BOOT

_" 0B00-2400 TAPE)

THUP_ 0000-0100 0100-0300
0,_00-7400 OZOO-OBO_ 0300-0500 OSOO-O/_ 3B00-2_00

FRI O000-OIO0
0800-2400 0100-0800 0100-0700 C600-2¢0C

SAT 0000-16]0 1630-240_ 0E39-1(3:

SU_ 1_00-2_30 0_30-1400

TOTKL 102.5 fl_ '25 HRS. 6 HIL_. 4 HRS. IZ HFLS. 18 HP,S. 21.5 HRS. 8B.5 NRS

P.M.- PreventiveMaintenance

',: C.M.- ConTnunicationsMaintenance

B.A.- SystemsAna_ysiz
i ,

L,i'

A-6
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Table A-2 NCC Remote Site ID's

Region 1 Boston DATAOB

Region 2 New York DATA01
Region 3 Philadelphia DATAOH
Region 4 Atlanta DATAOC

Region 5 Chicago DATAOD
Region 6 Dallas DATAOE

-_ Region 7 Kansas City DATAOF
Region 8 Denver DATAOM

• Region 9 San Francisco DATAOZ

Region 10 Seattle DATAOU
--_ NERC Cincinnatti DATAOQ and DATAOX

NERC Las Vegas DATAOS
Headquarters Washington, D.C. S07PRI
NCC RTP PR

ODW Headquarters DATAIC

!
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"-- APPENDIX B - PROJECT REFERENCES

Fh%NUALS FOR THE ATTITUDINAL SURVEY

i. Wyle Research and the Institute for Social Science Research,

- Community Noise Assessmen_ F_nual Social_Survey Workbook

(Wyle Research Report WR77-4). El Segundo, CA: Wyle Research, 1977

2. Wyle Research and the Institute for Social Science Research,

Community Noise Assessment Manual Appendices for the Social Survey
--t

Workbook. (Wyle Research Report WR77-4). E1 Segunde, CA: wyle Research 1977.

-- 3. Michael Glazer, Steve Eaglsson, and Kim Nguyen, Actltudinal Survey

Data Analysis System (ASDAS) Prosra_mer's Maintenance Manual. Falls

Church, VA: Computer Sciences Corporation, 1979

F[ANUALS FOR OTHER PORTIONS OF THE QUIET COFD[L_ITIES PROCRPM

: 4. Patrick K. Glenn, Community Noise Assessment Manual Acoustical Survey

Computerized Da_a Reduction Procedures. (Wyle Research Report _q%79-8).

' _ El Segundo, CA: Wyle Research, 1979

t 5. Richard E. Burke, Community Noise Stratesy Guidelines Manual. (Wyle
,r

Research Report WR78-1). E1 Segundo, CA: Wyle Research, 1978

6. Norman H. Nie, et el, S_.atistieal Package for the Social Sciences,

f;,_ Second Edition. New York. New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1975

_.% 7. Norman H. Nie and C. Hadlai Hull, SPSS Batch Release 7,0 Update Manual

_ March_ 1977

_ REFERENCES FOR THE UNIVAC lllO_ EXEC 8 _ND SYST_f PROCESSORS

8. SDC Integrated Services, NC¢.User Reference Manual, (i0 volumes).

--i Research Triangle Park, NC: 197F Revised June, 1979

D _ B-I

i
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9. Sperry Univac Computer Systems, Sperry Univac ii00 Series Executive

.. System Programmer Reference, (4 volumes). (Sperry documents UP-4144.11,

UP-4144.21, UP-4144.31, UP-4144.41).

i0. Sperry Univac Computer Systems, EXEC 8 Hardware/Software Summary.

(UP-7824RI)

ii. Sperry Univac Federal Systems Operations, Introduction to EXEC 8.

(SST-8001). McLean, VA 1973

-- 12. Sperry Univac Education Media Development, ii00 Executive Control

Language. (UE-738RI). Princeton, MJ: Sperry Univac, 1976

.... 13. Sperry Univac Computer Systems, 1100 Series Fortran V Pronra_mer

Reference (UP-406OR2 with updates R2-E and R2-F)

--' 14. Sperry Univac Computer Systems, Ii00 Series Fortran V Library

Programmer Reference (UP-7876 updates, A, B, C, and D)

VNIVERSITY OF .MARYLAND TEXT EDITOR (US*ER.ED)

-- 15. P.E. Hagerty and K.E. Sibbald, Text Editor User's Guide (University

• of _ryland Computer Note CN-7.1). ColleEe Park, MD: University

of Maryland Computer Science Center, 1977

dl

STATISTICS

I._ 16. Leslie Kish, SURVEY SAMPLING.

New York, N'Y: John Wiley and Sons, Inn.
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ATTITUDINAL SURVEY DATA CLEA_X_G _ESSA_E$ DATE Qq2679 PAGE 1

i_A _ATA I
IE tOpDATA,
IT C4EANmCLE_

ATTXYUO[N_L SURVEY OATA CLEANING AEGIN$ m_m
QGRAM W_lTEN Ay! OR8 _GU 5XNGHs CSC
ST ED|T _¥1 STEVEN G° £_GLESGNs CSC# FALL5 C_tJRCHo VA,

• Ji_=mI=VE_$ION 2,_(9)ml_mm=mit

FL_XTSLE DATA RAN_£$:
LOIO= ! _I_= [500
LO_Z= | H]NZ_ II
L_A_= ! HIAR= 7
LOCL_S= | H]CLU$= |OQ

MAX _T DATE= _0
_AX NU QF E_R_g$=

_ZTH C(1M_UN_Ty _YSE P_RA_

ROR| N_E_RO NOe= lm CAsE N(),= la I_ NO,= |e CAND NO,= 1
0¢)_010_0_ 0000005500 0_@000_00 00000(_0000 0000000000 0000000000 O0000000UO 0000000000
_I$_LLo_ COLU_ (_7"_0) HAVE N_J_HE_$,
C_LUM_ _U_6E_ _? FQ_J_L$
COLU_ NUM6E_ _ E_UAL$ 9

000050|000 0000005_0_ U_OOQ_,_O 00000_0000 0000000000 O_QO_OOOIIQ 0000000000 O00QO00000

COLUM_ 8=

_Q_I _£C_l_O _0== le CA_E N_°_ [_ ID NO,= [_ CA_ NO,= I
00()0|_1000 0000005500 00@000_00 00000_0000 0000000_0 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000
A_EA _UT oF _ANGEI = 0
COLUMN 10

IOR| R£C_n _0,= ts CASE NO== I_ ]_ _L_,= Iw CA_ _U,= $
000_|01000 _0000_5_00 00_000_900 O0_O0000nO 000_00000 00000000_0 0000000000 0000000000
CLU_TER OUl _ HA_GE! • 0

_1 _£CORO _C,_ |_ CASE N_== I_ |_ N_*= I_ CA_O _lO,= !
O000tOlO00 O000nO_O O09000_qO0 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 _00000000 0000000000
_YIV OUT _]_ _AIWGE! = g

O00n[OlO00 0_00005500 00_0_0_00 O0_aO00000_ 0000000000 O00Q_O000O 000000_000 0000000000
5_L_CIIQN LABEL oUT OF _AN_E! =55
COLUH_$ 17=t_



ATTITbDZNAL SUNVEY DAT_ CLEA_XNG _ESSACES DATE 092679 PAGE 2

ONO0[OIOO00NOOOoS_no OnqOON_90o _)U_OOOOUON o00000oo00 _OONQ_ON_O O_001JOO000 00_0000000
NLJMHE_ OF CALLS OLJt oF RkNGE! zO

_TE_V_£_ DAtE OUT OF RAHG_I _ 0

O000_Olo00 00_0005500 00_00_9900 oononooono _ooooooooo ooo_oooooQ oooooo0ooo ooo0onoooo
_l,_SE_ O_ ADULT RE_DE_?_ o_T OF nA_G_Z _0

ononl01000 O_on05_o000qOOOqgoo ooooooo0oo uO0oo00ooo OOO00000OQ Oo_oouoo00 00000oo000
RF_PH_D_T N_ _IJT OF RANG_I _
C_LU_ _3

ono0|o|o00 _0000_5_0 00@0_09_00 nOOOO_o_n_ o_ono00000 0_00000000 0000000_0 00000000_0
R_[OF_? TCT_ _E_Pn_nk_JT _llM_ _HT C_NS_STFNT_
¢_LU_N _2_ CIJL_ _3 R_SPECT]VE_Y_

_I]R! H£COHD N_._ |_ CASE _._ 1_ ]_ _0.= I_ CA_L_ NQ._
_00_|0|000 O000_05_NO 0090009q00 0000000000 0000000000 00000000_0 0000000000 0000000000

000_1_100_ _000005500 009000_00 00000000_0 O000000000 0000000000 00000000_0 0000000000

COLLeeN3 _5-2b '

I_R! R_C_RD N_._ 2e C_$L _0._ I_ _ _m z Ii C_D _o=

QI o_T OF RAN_EI _ 0 ' "
C_LUM_S 8a 9

_U_! REC_ _ _Oja _m C_E _(].'_ I_ IP _0o_ le CA_O _.=

O? nUT _F _A_GE! _0

_! _CO_ _0_ _ CASE _(t._ _ |n N_J_ I_ CA_ N_a_

Q3_ OUT OF _GE! _5
_04UM_$ 13-|u

Q3C QUt OF _A_GEI _55



ATT_TUDXNAL SURVEY DA?A CLEANING HE$3AGE$ DATE Oq2b79 PAGE ]

COLUMNS 15.1b

_RRQR! REC_Rn R[J,_ _o CASE NOl= I1 I_ _0._ _e CARD _0,_
OQO_I02000 _5_55_$5 5555b00000 O00UOOOUnO UOOOOOOOUO0S_5_55500 00005_5555 _55500_0_0
QUA nUT DF _ARGE| _55S
C_LURN$ l?ml_

ONO010_O00 555_5_5_5 5_5_500000 0000_000_0 0000000_00 0_55555_00 0000555_55 _555Q00000
Q_ OUT DF RANGEI _555

0_00_0_0_0 5S555S_55 _5_50U_00 O000_O00NO 0000000000 0_5_55S5_0 00U0555555 5_5000000

_R_UR! RFCnR_ NG,m _ CASE NO!= I_ I_ riO,= _s CArD _D,_

_ _UT DF RANGE! mO
CDLU_N _

G_8 DUT OF _AN_E! s_

R_O_! _CD_D N_,I _ CASE N_,_ I_ _ NU,_ I_ C_RD NO,=

Q_C _t_7 QF _GE! mO

000_1_000 5555555555 _5_$0_U00 0000_000_0 000000O000 0_555_500 0O00555555 _555000000
U_D _UT DF RANGE! sO

0_001020_0 _55_5_555 _5555G_000 0000_00000 000000000_ 0_55555500 00_0555555 _555000000
GSE OUT oF RANGE! _
_OLUMR _0

C_LU_N _]

0_00|0_000 555555555b 5_55500000 O000_O_n_ _0_000000 05555_$5_0 0000_55555 _555000000
GSG OUT OF RANGE! IO
CnLU_N 3_

_M OUT _F RA_GEI mO



_TTITUDZNAL SURVEY DATA CLEA_N_ MESSAGES DATE 092679 PAGE

E_ROR! RECO_ NOoi 2e C_S[ _f;la le _ _U,= Is CA_D _0_ 2

_bA _UT OF RA_G_I =0
CDLU_ _

_8 OUT OF RA_G_! =0
COLUM_ 35

ERR_RI AEC_R_ _0,1 _ CA_E N_j= I_ _D NUI_ I_ CA_ _.= 2

06C OUT OF RAN_E_ ZQ
_OLUMN _

_0_0_02_00 _55555_5_5 5_55_00000 0000000000 000_00000 05_5_5D0 0_00S_5555 _555000000
_bD _UT OF RA_E! _U
_OL_N 37

ERROR! _E_ORO _Oo= 2_ C_E N_I= _ In _QI u I_ C_R_ _0,=

g_E D_T OF _ANG_ _0

06F OUT _F RANGE! :0
£_LU_ 39

_RRUR! _E_ORn N_= "i _31_ _l_ . 1_ I_ NO,= I_ C_ _t= 2

_b_ _UT _F RA_G_j ,0'
COLU_ ,0

0O_ _UT DF _ANG_I mU
£_LuMN _l

000010200_ 55_555_$_5 55_00000 000000_000 ¢0_0000000 05555_5500 00_055_5_ $S_5000_00

£OLLJ_N ,3

_ _UT _F R_GE! zO

ROR! RE_D t_Om= _ _AS_ NO,= _ _n _0_= I, C_R_ _= 2



ATT_TUOINAL 5URVEY DATA CLEANIkG MES3AGgS _ATE 092679 PAGE 5

Q? _U? nF HANGE! DO
C_Lt_N _5

ERROr! REE_H_ _Ola 2_ CA_E Nno= t_ I_ NU_= Io C_ _0,=
NOOOI_O _5555555S5 _S_500000 nOaono0000 0000000000 055555_0 0_0055S_55 55_S000000
Q8 _UT OF RANGE! _0
COLUMN _

0N0010_000 _55_5S5555 5555500000 0000_00000 O0_O0_OODO _5_%5555_0 00_0555555 55SS_00000
O_ oUT 0¥ _NGEI nO
COLUMN _7

IR_O_! _£C_ NQo_ 2s C_$E NOem 1_ |D NDj= I_ CARD N_.= 2
00001620_0 55555555S5 5_500000 O000_O0_O 0000000000 0555S55500 000Q5_5555 55_5000000
_t_ OUT OF _NGE! _0
COLb_N _

HRO_! RECr_ NOel _w Ca$£ NO_B t_ _ NI)_ t e CA_ N_
0_0010_00 _55_$5_b55 %5_b500000 O000_OOP_O 0000000_00 055S5_500 00O0555555 555_00000_
QIOB OUT _F RA_G_! =0

_R_! REC_D NCIt _ CA$_ NO_= I_ In _l= L_ C_ N_p_ 2
OO001_DO0 555S_55555 55S5_00000 0000_0000_ O000000_DO 0_555_fi_0 0_00555555 555_000000
_10_ OUT _F R_NGE! a_
C_LLJ_N 50

OIOD OUT CF _ANG_S _0
_OLUMN 51 "_

iR_R! _E_OR_ NO_a 2_ _ _Oe_ 1_ Z_ NO,_ t_ CAHD NO,_

OIIA OUT QF HANGS! _5 _.
CQLU_N 5_

_1_ _UT _¥ RANGES _5
_OLu _N fi_

RQ_I _C_RO N_i_ _ CASE N_I= It ID NL]I= I_ CXk_ N_o_ 2
000_tP_O0 5S555_5555 5';_00000 OO0_00nO _OUO60_QO_ 0_55_00 0_0_555_55 5b_$000_00
_11_ OUl _F RA_G_I _S

OO0_I_O_P S_55S55_5S 555b_0000_ 00NO_O0_O OO00_O_NO0 _$_55_5_00 000_55_555 _55000000

_LU_N 55

_ltE _UT DF _AN_E! n_
£_LuMN _



• _ _ e"_'-'_ _ r"-,..-, _ _ _'--.... -- ]+--_. _- -

ATTZTUDINAL SURVEY _ATk CLEAN1NG MESSAGES DATE 0q_bT9 PAGE b

ERRORI R_CO_D NOo_ 2. CkSE N_m_ t_ Z_ f_lJo: 1+ C_ N_+= 2
0_0OIO2000 5S$S5SS_55 5_S5500000 0000000000 0000000000 _5_5500 0OUO_S 5_55000000
0$1F OUT QF RANGE! zS
COLUH+_ _7

ERROR! REC_O NOI_ _m CASE N_+_ I_ _n _01: |w CARD t_Q_

C_LUHN_ _-S5
COLU_N_ 50-_7

E_ROA! _ECO_D NOml 2. E_SE N_l= %_ In NO.= tw CArD N01= 2
00001_000 _5_S55S5 _SSS_00000 0000000000 0000000000 0_$_5S5SOS 0000555_5 _5S0000S0
0_ _UT oF _NGEI z_
COLtJ_N _8

E_RD_! RECn_D NOo_ _. CASE NO_= t_ X_ NU.= _ CA_D Nf_l_

_%$A OUT OF RAI+GE0 =0
_OLUNN _

OI3H _UT _F AANGEI _0
C_LI_MN _o

EH_R! REC_ N0mm _f CASE N_mz I_ In _+_ I_ C_D _01 _ 2

_13C _UE 0F'_A.+I;+I ' _'"
C_LUMN _

013_ oUT 0F RANGE! _0

_RORI _ECnRI} NO+_ _. CASE NOI= _ |_ _lJl_ 1_ CArD N_t_

_I_E OUT C_ HANGEI =0
C_LU_N 6_

COLtI_N _,

_R! _C_R_ NO_ '2# CA_E Nl_ma I_ In N_+_ 1. CA_ N_.=

_%_a _UT CF RANGE! =_
COLll_ _5

_O_! _ECN_ _{_'ms _ CASE N_B_ I_ In N_I= I_ CArD _°=
O00_1_o00 5_$5_55_ _$_00000 0000_00So0 0000000000 05_55_$_0 0000_$_$_ 55_$000G00

+ ,+,.+_..... - ....



ATT|TUD[_AL 8URVFY DATA CLEANING HESSAGES DATE 09267q PAGE 7

E_ROR 1 _ECnRN NO_z 20 CJSE N_o: lw ]_ HH,: le CA_O NO,= 2
0000[02000 5555555555 5555500000 NO000000_O 0000000000 055%555500 00005_5555 5555000000

OISC OUT OF RkNGEI :5
COLuHN 07

ERRORI REGARD 00o_ 20 CASE NOt= Iw %_ NU,= 11 CANn NO_: 2
0000102000 5555555555 5555500000 0000000000 0000000000 0555555500 0000555555 5555000000
0150 OUT OF RANGEI =5
COLUNN 58

[RRORI RECOR0 NOI_ 2w CASE NOa: 1_ %_ NOt: [e sAND ND,: 2
0000t0_000 5555555555 5555500000 OuOOnOOOOO 0000000000 0555555500 0000555555 5555000000

015F OUT OF RANGE1:5
C_LUMN 6g

_HROAI RECDAO NOe= 20 CASE NO,= I_ %_ N_,: is CLHO NO,: 2
0000%02000 5555555555 5555500000 0000000000 0000000000 05555555_0 0000555555 5555000000
U15F OUT CF RANGEI =5
E_LI_N _0

_RRORI RECORD NOI= 2e CASE NOI: I_ %_ NO*= Is CAP_ NO,= 2
0000102000 5555%55555 55555O0000 0000000000 0000000000 0555555500 0000555555 5555000000
0150 OUT O_ RANGEI :5
COLUMN ?L

_RROfl I RECORD NOls 2_ CASE NOj: Is 1_ N_,a le C_ N0,= 2
0o0_1o2o00 5%55555555 5555500000 o00o000ooo 0000000000 0555%55500 0000555555 5555000000

015 hRT SELF-CoNSISTENT _
CO_tJMN5 65070
COlUmN 71

:RR001 RECOH_ NG_= 2_ CASE NO_= I* 50 NO_: t* CARD N0,= 2
0000102000 %555555555 5555500000 oono0000no Ooon0ouo0o o5555555no 0000555555 5555000000
QtOA OUT OF RANGFI I5
C_LtmN ?@

RROAI RECORD NCml _ CASE NO_: 10 %_ _0_= l# E=RD N0,: 2
0_00502000 5555555555 5555500000 O_OOnOOnOO 0ooo000noo 0555555500 0000555555 5555000000
0560 OUT OF RANGE| =5

COLUMN 73

RRQSI RPCOHD NO_= 2_ CASE ND_: I_ _ NU,: 1# C_H_ ND_: 2
0000102000 5555555555 5555500000 0000000000 0000000000 nss55555ho 0000555555 5555000000
01_C OUT OF RANGEI =5

COLUHN 7_

R_O_I SECfl_O " :_: 3_ CA5E NO_= 1_ 10 NO_= te C_0_ N0,: 3
000_I030u0 0000000000 0000000000 0555%5)8_5 550555555_ 7_oo000000 0000000000 0000_00000

057A oUT OF HAN_EI =0
CGLU_N 0

RROff| REC_H_ NO_I 3* CASE N_= I_ %D NO,: I_ CA_ NO_= 3
0000103000 0000000000 000o000000 055555_8n5 550_555555 7oonnooooo 0000000000 0000000000
Qt?R OUT _F RANGEI =0

COLtj_N 9

I;ROR I _EC_RO NO¢I 3_ CASE NOII la _ NO_= 1_ CAAD N_: 3



ATTTTUD|NAL SURVEY DATA CL[ANX_G HESSAG£5 DATE Q9_79 PAG[ 8

0D0_|03000 0000N00000 O000_00000 I]5_SS_n_ _0_5_55_ 70_00000N0 00UO000_00 0000000000
_I?C _UT CF RA_GEI =0
_qLU_N 10

[RROR! R_CN_ NOBZ _* CASE _O_= I_ ID _U,= I, CA_O NO,:
0n00103000 0000000000 0000000000 05_5_5_805 5505555555 70000000nO 000n000000 0000000000
_17_ OUT OF R_! :0
_0LUNN I!

0000_0_000 000000_000 0000000000 _5_0_ 5_0_55655 76000000_O 00000000_0 QO00000000
OITE OUT OF RANGE! =0
COLI.I_N 12

_00010_00_ 0000_0000_ 0000000000 _55_5_0_ _5055S_55_ ?00000000_ 0000000000 0000000000
_ITF out CF _ANG_! =0
COLUm_ I_

[_1]_! _D _I_m_ 3_ C_S_ NOm= I_ I_ NO*= 1, CArD t_.=

_I?G OUT CF _ANGEI =0

_17_ gUT _F _G_! =0

00_0103_0_ 0_0_. 10_0 _000OOUO00 055_55_05 _50_5555_ 70_0000n0 0000000000 OUO0000000

QITJ _U¥ OF _ANG_& ;0
COL'J_N 17

_O_! _ECO_ _l _ CASE N_m= I_ _ NU*= I, CA_ N_,=
00_103000 00000_0000 00000_0000 055_5_n5 550_55_5_ 70000000_0 0000000000 0000000000
017 _ OUT _ _ANG_I _0
COLUMN 1_

<

0o00|o_oo0 0000o_o00o uo0o000000 o55_5_o_ 5_0_5S_5_ ?0_000o0_0 Q_U0000N00 0000000000
01?L OUT _F MA_GF! _0
C_LU_N 1_

[_Q_! R_ORn _Om_ 3_ CASE _m= I, _ _0,= %_ C_ _,=
000_10_000 0000000000 0000000000 055555_0_ 550_5_5555 ?000_0000_ 000000000_ 00OOQ00000
QIT_ OUT _F _ANG_! _0

:_HI R_£D_O N_,_ _ CASE NN,_ It I_ _01= I* _R_ NO,;
000010_000 0_00000000 U0_000000Q 0_55_S_5 55055555_5 ?0000000_0 0000000000 0_O00000_0
QI?N OUT _F _ANG[! _0



ATTITUDINAL SURVEY DAT4 CLEANING HESSAfiFS DATE 0q2b7g PAGE 9

CnLU_N 21

EfiRO_J fiEC_@n N0$= 3e _ASE _nm= t_ In Nt]l= 1, CA_0 _0,= 3
0n00103000 0000000Q00 0000000000 05S5_0_ _S0_S_5_ 7000000000 0000N00_00 0000000000
OITD OUT CF _ANGE! lo
COLUMN 2_

£RROR! RECNRD N0mm 3* _ASE NOt= tt I_ N_g= lp CAin NO,= 3
0000J03000 000000_000 0000000000 0S5SS5380_ 5_0_5S555S T000ono0oo 0000o000o0 000o000000
017P UUT OF RANGt! ;0
_LU H_ _3

ERRDR! _ECORD NOol _ CASE _D,= I_ I_ NUI= t_ CA_O _0,= 3
000Ol03000 000000n000 O000000000 0SS5_O_ _S0_55S_5S 7000000000 0000000000 0000000000
0tTQ OUT OF RANGE! ;0
C_LU M_ 2_

ERROR! @EC_ fiOmz 3_ C_SE NOm= I, %_ NU,= t_ CArD NDli 3

_tT_ CUT OF _A_GE! ;0
COLuNN _5

E@ROR! _ECN_D _e_ 3_ C_SE Nn,= t_ _n _U,_ tm CArD _0,=
000_10_0n0 000000n000 OO00_00000 05SS_S3d0_ _505SSS_55 70000_0000 0000_o00n0 0000000000
_17$ OUT CF _GE! =0
C_LU_N _

E@_O_I _ECN_ N0_ _* CAsE PJ_*= 1. In _,= 1, CahD NO,= 3
n_0_IO_000 000000(,i)_,_ O0000N000.00_SS_5_sn_ 5S05S$55_S 700o0o_0_0 0noooo00o0 00o0000_00
OI7T OUT OF .,_NG. _ _0
C_LUMN 27

0000%_OU_ 000000_00 0000000000 n_S_$_3SOS 5S0_S 700000_0no 0000000000 0000000000
Q)_ oUT oF _ANGE_ ;S
COLUMN 3_

_RRO_! _EC_@D N0_| _ CASE _j_ I_ _ _0,= ), CA#_ _O,= 3
OOb01030_O 00_,)U000_ hn00000000 N$_$53_05 $50S5S_S 70000000_0 0000000000 0000000000
_8_ OUt cF _NGE! _"
C_Li_MN 33

_R_URI RECORD NDOI _* CASE NU,: l* I_ _O,= 1. C_kD NO_= 3
ononln3ooq oooonJn)no ooooonuoo0 oSSS_3ens _5o5S_ss5S 70noooooNo oo_ooooooo oooooo0ooo
G_flC OU! . F NAN_+E ; _S

Ot_ Ou I _ RANGE& _5
COLUMN 3_

RRORI R_C_RD NOj_ 3e EASE N_I= I. _ NL)m= 1# C_R_ NO_=
O000|03n_ 00o0o00o00 0000000000 n_55s53_0_ _05S_SSS 7o00o0o0o_ O(_o00no000 000000o000

_t_E OUT CF R_G_! _5
_06UMN 3_

o
-(
,)
)
:3
¢

I



_. --_ _ _ _ _ r_ _ .- _ _ _ .....

ATTITUDINAL SURVEY DAT_ CLEANING MESSAGE3 DATE 0q_b7g PAGE 10

_HROR! RECO_ NOIS _ CAsE N_l= I J _r _JOl= tl C_n t_Ol_ 3

018F OUT _F _I_GEI =_

I_OR! RECORD _0,_ 3_ CASE _Ol= I_ I_ _Ol= _j _A_ _Uo_
0_0010_00_ 0000000O00 _000000000 0_5_53B05 $_0_5_5_5 7no00000_ O_U0000000 0000_000_0
QI8 _oT SELF-CONSiSTENT I
COLI_MN$ 3_=_b
COLUM_ 37

_ROR! RECOR_ NOll _ CaSE NO_= I_ In N_= |l £_D _O°: 3
0_00104000 0000000000 00000000_0 0_553_ 5_05_5_5S 7O000000OO 00000000OO 000_000000
01gA_ ObT oF R_E FO_ £UM_UNI_Y _T_ NOI_ P_O_R_H! =O
COlUmN _g

O00_O|OU0 _000000000 00GO000000 _55553_0S 55U_555_5S 70_o_00000 O_0000_0N O0n0000000
QI_AC_-O_ _uT _ F0_ CUM_UNzTY _ITH N_I_ pRt:_a_ OICA(A-D)_0 5 5 5
_nLU_N_ _go._

_ROR_ RFCO_D _0°l _w CASE NOj_ I* I_ _o= I_ _R_ _0,= 3
_0_10_000 _0_00000_0 000000_000 0_5_805 550_555_5 70000000_0 0000000000 0000000000
QE0 _UT _F _aN_E! _0
COLUM_ _

_R_ _FC_D N_e_ $_ CASE ND_= I_ I_ NU°= _ C_ _0o=
0n00103000 _O000U00_0 0000U00000 05_5_5_0_ 550S5555_S 70OO0OO000 00O00O0000 0ono00oa00
Q_ja oUT oF _AN_I _5
_LUMN _

Q_I_ OUT cF RAH_E! _5
G_LUMN _5

0_10_000 _0_000_0O0 00U000_i00 05_5_5_S 55_5555S_5 70_n_0_00_ 00000_00n0 0000000000

Q21_ OUT C_ _a_ _
COLIJM_ _7

C_LUM_ _8

_$ RECORD _0_ • _ _A_E N_l_ |_ T_ _l= 1, C_ _,=
0n0010_000 _00000_000 U000000000 05S55_3_0_ _50_5_555 7000o0o00_ 0_0000000Q 0000000000
Q_IF OUT _F _N_E! _5
COLUM_ ._



ATTITUDINAL SURVEY DATA CLEAO|NG HESSAOES DATE 092679 PAGE |l

000010_00 0000000000 000(JU00000 055_5_]_ 5S0_555_ 7000o000o0 0n0000o000 0000000000
021_ OUT _F RANOF! =5
COLUM_ 50

0000103000 0000000000 0000000000 05_53_5 5_US_5_ 70000n0000 0O00000000 _000000000

EQLU_ _!

000_10_00_ _000n0_000 000000_000 0_00000000 0000000000 00_0000000 0000000000 0000000000

£OLU_$ 8t _e 10-11 RESPECTIVELY

0_00t0_003 300000_000 0000000000 0000_00000 0000000000 00000000_0 00000o0000 0000000000
_2_ UUT OF _AN_EI = 0
COLUMNS 01 q

0000_0_00_ _o00000000 _000000000 0000000000 0000000000 Ou_O0000qO 0000000000 0000000000

COLu_N_ 10-11

000010_0_ _000000000 00000_0000 0000_00000 0000000000 _O000000nO 0000000000 0000000000
Q_A OUT O_ _A_OE! = 0
E_LU_N$ 1_1_

000010_o0_ 3o000_000 00_0000000 0000o00000 u0o000oo0o OIIooo0oOoo 0000000000 0000000000
0_ ANn G_5_ _ C_I_|_I_kTI

O_O_tO_O0_ _000000000 0000000000 00000000o0 000000_000 0000000000 00_0000000 0000000000

COLUMNS l_lt7

000010_03 _000000000 000_000000 0000000000 0000000o0_ 000000_000 0000000000 0000000000
0_? (JUT _F RANGE! =0

0_|0001_ _00000_000 0_00000000 0_00000000 0000000_00 000000000_ 0000000000 00000_000

_00010_00_ _00000_000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0_0_000000 0000000000 0000000000
0_ HUT _F RA_E! = O

_000_0_005 _000000000 0000000_00 0000n0_000 00000000!_0 _00000_00 0000000000 0000_00000
.1! _T OF _£_ =0



ATTITUnZ_JL SURVEY DATA CLEAHING HE$SAGES _ATE Oq2b7g PAGE 12

COLUHN 2_

RORI RECOHn NO,_ _e CA$_ NN,c le _P N_,= CAH_ NO,=
0000|0_0_ _(_00000000 0000000000 000_n00000 000000U000 OU_OOO00N0 N_U0000Q00 0000000000
_J _UT OF RANGEI =0
C_LLrHN 2q

_QRI REC_O NOel _ CASE N_I= I_ I_ NUo= Is CAR_ _O,=
00001_00_ 3000000000 0000U_O000 0000_00000 OOU_00_000 O0000N00_ 0000000000 000000_000
B_ _U_ OF RANG[! mO
COLUHN _0

ROR| RECqHD NOoa _, CAS_ _l= _e IP N(J,= _ C_RD NO,=
_00010_$ 300000_0_0 0_000_0000 O0000000n_ 0000000_00 O00_0000n0 0_00000_O 00_0000U0
B_ _UT OF RANGEI =0
COLUMN 31

_O_1 REC_HD NO,i 5_ CASE N0,= 2, I_ NO,=II0_ C_RO _O,= !

I_ NU, nUT OF R_N_! zllO_
C_LI_HN$ 1"5

_RI RECOHD N_ti 5, CASE _01= 2* IP _U*=lt0_ C_D _0,= I

C_LU_N I0

;OR! R_C_R_ N_z _ CA$_ _; _* _ N_6= I0h3. C_ NOt= P

Z_ _oT S_[ A_ _N pREVI_U_ CARDe
COLU_N$ 1°5
|_AG_ OF _REV_UtJH x_ tl
||08_0|0_0 0_08_11U_'000 00000000_ 0000000000 0000000_00 0OO00000UO 00000000n0

_QRI REC_D _O,= 7w _A5E _O,I E_ tn _0.= 10_, C_ NO,= 3
0108_77 7_77677_77 777767_000 0001_00EO0 U0_IOIII! IO00_000_U 000000000_ 0U_0_00000
|_ _OT $AHE A_ 0r, PR_V|_U5 CA_I)o
COLUM_ 1_5

|10_01_20 0E_80_lt 0_222_u_d0 00000_0000 000000_000 O00NO000_0 0_0O000000 O000u00000

O_l _C_Rn N_,z _, CA_ N_l= _* In H(),= 10_31 CArD NG,=
0|0_0$b77 ?b77_7767_ 7771b76000 O_Otn_O_O_ O0_i_l|lt I_0_0 000_000000 0000000000
O_q_(_-O) _T _ FUR C_HHUN|TY _ZT_ N_[ P_UGR_ _I_(A-D]c0 0 0 O
C_LUHN3 _q-_

QRI RECOH_ NOe_ 8_ C_$_ N_ _, In _U,= 10_ C_ NO_= q
010_0_2_| _0501051_o _02|_0_ |0_0000_on 000_00_00 _0_n_oo0_0 00o_oo00o_ 00o00000_0
_p _T 9_HE A90_ P_EVlnU5 CA_D,

|_AG_ OF PN_V|UU$ C_kD 11
|10_0|020 0_0_bl| 02_0000 O000_t)0000 000O0000O0 0uQ0O_0000 0000O0O0O_ 0000000000



£TT1TUOZNAL _UHVEY DATA CLEA_ZNG MES_A_E_ DATE OQ2b7q PAG_ 13

HORI RECORD NOo= go CAS_ Nn== 3m _0 _o: lOb3r CAHO NOI_ I
OlOb30|O2Q 02_088t01| 0222720000 O00Q_OOUO0 O00fiOouo00 t_uO000000_ O00060000D 0000000000
_EA _T OF H_N_LI =
£OLUHN I0

TOTAL NO o CF CAR_$ [$ NOT MULTIPLE OF R

• _ml EHD=OFmFILE ENCOUN_EREO _=a_It

TOTAL CARDS READ s g

PROGNAM ENOS _=aRAm

F IG_CREO - TN CONTROL MOD£
_PT _HINTS

O_$1TE pRZNTOUT ON _EPTEHRER 2b# |97g AT 1010BI_5

ANTEBTmSTEv_OUT(t]_



::u A]|ITt;C|_AL"_uRvr_Y-CJTA*CLE_h'Th_'I3_'GT_S o_,; .........................................

P_OLT#AH b_I]|LN _Y: DIdo HACU S;r, GHm CSC
LAS] C01T _¥: "-STEVC_I-G. CACLL'_Cr_,-CSC, FALLS CHLRCHt VA.-- .............................................

LO|D: l Ill ]C: |500
...... LU?J2 -- .... 1 "H ; _;?T-'- _l 1 ........................................................................

LCA_: 1 hl_= 7

CIT;[$: PB _B DS, _8

_AX t,O Of £P_ORS: 9

kIIHCUT C_PMU;JITY _OISC p£flC_l_
" d f'P ["C?'3-(:'I _ _ _;| -9-_'| -,i-A+_--"__'_ .............

[14RUg;'IIICC[_D" _fO*T ....... _'_- _L NC*_- ........ ;'e ;r till*:" lllJ • C_R_-L_C.: ] " '" _ " "* - ...........

COL t ttt_5 1-5

I_R: _I[C£1_D t;ff,,: IL*, CASI riO,: 3s 1_ tJO*: I11.1 _ CAI_L' t;O.: q

5(_;( ]t, COL.C 2_i OF C,_POS I At,0 _ e_(_'¢ _AH_.
...... 2PAL [,-L:r- Ir it f:-lt tl_.: $ _ AP O- l'," .................................................................................... _ -- " "

I1ACR: R_CfRO I_Co: ;{_. CaSi t_C.: _, _r t_o.: )]lq_ CAf_ hC.:

]fi1._JOo _[,ULT HI'S]_L_;'_$a COL. _'2. Or CAr,_) l L /f(_[,I_ Tt,/.IJ 1_9_ (OL5 _C'_'] , Cf CAPD q
....... _e_l _. [ 4 0 r r k- [ _, TC U _ C A G _ r 1 : .................................................................................

_lJJq[J|O|_ _]|J_JLSJJJJ ]5|J2_Cr_O0 Ooccro_fo o[o_ooorf, c oo_ocof_r_ coopt;rotor; occcc[oc:_

k_CR: II_C_O NC.: 2P. CA'.L NO.: 5. Zr t_O.: 111_, C_I;C t,C.: q
"" P.I;],_2_.I 399999_999 $9_;199';979-9_C_000CCG OCO[_CG/'CG_ C:C_COC:rC _-C_OC;'O[_[_P :'JrCCcCC_IJ .............

IMA[L or I,I_[V[OUS CA_O ]:
..... O|I|_L_O|1" [!J|OOol|t _" I;|JGS_L_O_ OOfll'flOPDCO O[OflCnI:O['C OO_COOCL_'O C_CFOC_CC_ OCZ][lCCOC_O ...............

_ECR: _[CO/,_L _ NC.;: ...... ?_,t CAfil r/o.: 7, ];" t_O.: "II17. CX_, t,C.: ! ....................
C|_)'/OIJOli Ol/GOh}lll ||)|23CBOO _.OOOOOflC,_O OCCO_Cfl_LC C_[_[)C_f'orc CPOC, L_fOCO _ flOOOC_CCO(:

----'_A;:O" hU%"_Lf/f;" OA"OU|'+_F *_[CL_N( _ * ............................................................
CAJ_ F|_LD t_ALUE : 0 _OLt Pt_S £-7

J_CR; _'_[_CCFO NO.: 25, C_J f_O.: 7, ]r e;o.: J_17_ C_l;L) ho.: ]
...... C,l117r.igOl_ ['IZCO81IJ| |1;1_30000 CO_.CflO_,O['O O:DCOCCrOC flCCC_I'GC_CC CIOCO_CO_ 0_C_C£C_.£3C ..................
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APPENDIX D RUNSTREAM EXPLANATIONS

Note on punch card cedes:

The Univac iIi_ computer uses FIELDATA as its character representation code. The

-- FIELDATA punch card representation of a character is sometimes different from

the standard IBM _29 representatioe (EBCDIC). If the user's communication

_ software will no= perform the translation from EBCDIC to FIELDATA, it will be

necessary to punch the cards according to the FIELDATA format.

-- The user should refer te Table D-l, pick out the character and its FIELDATA

card code and then find which character the FIELDATA card code corresponds =o

in the EBCDIC cede. This last character is what the user will punch en the card.

The three most important cases are given below:

FIELDATA FIELDATA EBCDIC Character Punched

Character Code to Generate this Code

"_ @ 7-8 "
i

I_ ( ¢-4-8 %

..J

D-I



TABLE D-I COMPARISON OF FIELDATA AND EBCDIC

1'i¢Idat4 r|elda_= £_CDIC (900_)
Octal Code ?unched Card Cade ?unched Car_ Ccde

O0 @ 7-8 t-8
O1 [ 12-5-8 12-8-2
02 } 11-_-8 11-8-2
03 I 12-7-e )-8
04 A II-7-8 ;I-?-8

06 a 12-1 12-I
07 1_ 12-2 12-2
I0 C 12-3 Z2-3
11 D 12-_ 12-4
12 Z 12-5 12-5
13 F 12-6 12-6
14 G 12-7 12-7

16 1 12-9 12-9
17 d 11-1 1I-I
20 K 11-2 11-_
21 L 11-3 11-3
22 M 11-4 11-4
23 N 1!-5 11-';
24 0 11-6 1!-_
25 _* 11-7 11-?
26 Q 11-S II-S
2? R i1-9 11-$
30 S g-I 0--2
31 T 0-3 _'-3
32 U 0-4 O-_
33 V 0.5 0-5
34 w 0-S 0-6
35 X 0-7 0-7
36 T 0,-8 0-8
37 Z 0-9 C--9
&O ) 12-4-8 11-8-5
41 11 2.1
42 _- 11 2.1-8-6
&3 ¢ 12-6-5 12-8-_,
#.4 . 3-8 6-8
&5 • 6-8 O-6-8
t,6, t 2-8 12
t7 $ 11-3-8 11-3-5
.50 • II-4-8 11-4-8
._z ( 0-t-s 2.2-._- 8
52 Z 0-$-8 0-4-8
.%3 : _,-8 2-8
5&. t 12-0 0-?-8
55 : 11-0 22-8-7
56 , _3-8 0-3-8
57 O-6-8 0-8-2
60 0 8 0

6, 2 _ 2
63 3 .I 3
64 6 6 4
65 5 5 5
66 6 6 6
67 7 ? 7
70 O O 8
?z _ t 9
?2 * • t-8 5-8
73 ; 11-6-0 11-6-0
;a / o-1 o-1
75 12-3-8 12-3-8
76 "- 0.-7-8 0,7
71 0-1-0 _-8'am

D-2



Explanation of Figure 3-I, First System Initiation Runstream

@RUN statement, required, sets job run priority to routine (R), core limit at

25 kWords, job run time limit to 30 seconds, and maximum number of print pages

to 20.

@PASSWD statement must be included only for hatch jobs entered by card reader,

otherwise it is optional.

_ @DELETE deletes old disk files from system. The C option indicates that this

Job is not terminate if there is no old file to delete. The delete will not

affect files saved on tape. These deletes are needed because if the file

already exists, and one tries to @CAT it again, the job will terminate with

an error.

@CAT statements enter (catalog) the file names into the system and reserve

space on disk storage. Note that the system will assume the full form of

each file name to be proj-ld*file-name, unless the user specifies a different

quail fief.

@FIN ends the Job, and causes the print out and accounting data to be sent no

the remote-site at which the job was entered.

q

C

l i

•
_i 0-3



_xplanatlon of Figure 3-2, Second System Initiation Runstream

-- The required @RUN card specifies the job run priority as routine. Core limit

is set at 25 kWords, the run time limit is set at 4 minutes, and a hundred and

-- fifty pages may be printed before the Job will halt early.

@PASSWD statement is required only for batch jobs entered on with a card reader.

-- For Jobs submitted through a terminal this card is optional.

@DELETE,C will eliminate any old _%WDATA. file, if it should exist from a

-- previous job, without terminating this run if it doesn't _xisc. This statement

will insure that the next con_mand, the @FILE, will not abort the job, as it

_ would do if _%WDATA. did exist.

The @FILE,CR is used to create and initialize a new data file on disk. The

"T C option indicates that the file will he cataloged only when the job cermlna_es

._, normally. The _ option specifies that this is to be a 'read-only' file, which

cannot be written to. (It is possible to clear this protection feature when

necessary).

All the data cards from the survey should follow, These will be put onto the

: _ disk file.

.. The @ENDF signals the end of the data to the processor called by the @FILE.

The @FIN indicates the end of the runstream. Any print out is sent to the

-- remote site along with accounting information.

I
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-- Explanation of Figure 3-4, Sample CLEAN Runstream

The required @RUN statement specifies that the job run priority is routine (R),

with 13 kWords of core. It limits the job to 4 minutes of computer time and

500 pages of output.

The @PASSWD statement is required for batch jobs entered through a card reader.

0tberwlse, it is optional.

The @ASG,A assigns an existing file for the exclusive use of this run. In this

case _he ASDAS system program file, LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL., and the user created

proJ-id*RAWDATA, files are allocated for the run.

The @USE statement links the proj-ld*RAWDATA, file to _he FORTP_%_I unit number

i0, the unit from which program CLE_N reads data.

The @XQT sKatement calls up the absolute binary elemen_ of CLE:tN for execution

• and starts the program.

The CLEAN initialization card follows, with the format specified in Table 3-2.

The runstream is accessed as the system default for the FORTRA.N unit number 5.
, 4

@FIN ends the runstream, causing program outpu= _o be routed, along wi_h accounting

I ' information, to the remote site.ri

!,

l
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Explanation of Figure 3-5, Runstream =o Copy RAWDATA.

to GOODDATA. file

-- The required @RUN statement sets the job run priority to routine (R). The core

requested is 25 kWords of memory. Thirty seconds of run time and 50 pages of

__ output may occur before the job is terminated.

The @PASSWD statement is required when the Job is submitted through a card

reader• Otherwise, it is optional.

@CHG,Z will clear the read-only protection from GOODDATA. so that writing can

-- he done on it.

@ERS O00DDATA erases the file's old data.

With the @ASG,A two existing files, GOODDATA. and _AWDATA., are exclusively

assigned for this run's use.

@COPY RAWDATA..GOODDATA. duplicates the contents of the RA_ATA. file on

GOODDATA.

' @FREE releases the exclusive control of COODDATA. This is required so that

=he next command can successfully operate.

@CRG,V sets the file protection to read-only mode.

_, @FIN terminates the job and routes print out and accounting to the job's

_ entry site.

i

'1
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Explanation of Figure 3-6, Sample Edit Runstream

The @RUN sets the job priority as routine (R), and requests 35 kWords of

core, 3 minutes of run time and 300 pages of output.

The @PASSWD statement is required only for batch jobs entered _hrough a card

reader. Otherwise, it is optional.

@CHG,Z releases the read-only protection from RAWDATA. so that changes can take

place.

@ASG assigns P_WDAT_ for the exclusive use of this run.

_. @US*ER.ED calls up the University of Maryland file editor, an enhanced version

of the Univac @ED processor.

A blank record puts the editor into 'edit mode' from the initial 'input mode'

eondltlon which the editor enters automatically when it finds an empty file.

-- The editor directives, as described in Section 3.2.3.1, are to follow. The

• last command is LXIT, which will cause the editor to replace the old RAWDATA.

-_ file with the new, edited version.

@FREE releases RAWDAT_ so that the following @CHG can operate on it.

-- @CHG,V sets the file protection to read-only mode.

@FIN ends the job, routing print-out and accounting information to the site

of submission.

_vz

L,

J
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Explanation of Figure 3-9, Sample VARIANCE Runstream

The @RUN statement sets the job run priority at routine (R), with 64 kWords

of core, and a limit of 5 minutes of computer time, and 50 pages of printed

_ output.

@PASSWD is required for batch jobs entered with a card reader, otherwise it is

-- optional.

@CHG,Z removes the read-only protection from VARIA_NOUTPUT.

-: @ERS erases the old contents of the VARI,%NOUTPUT. file.

@ASG,A is used to assign VARI._NOUTPUT,, LISTEN*ATTITUDIN_J, and GOODDAT_ files

for the exclusive use of this run.

The @BRKPT statement shunts all of the job's printed output away from the temporary

PRINTS file (that exists only as long as the run) to VARL_NOUTPUT., thus saving

the program's output for later reuse. Note that the non-standard syntax of this

"_ command requires that no period follow the file name (VARL_NOUTPUT).

@XQT calls up the FORTRAN program VAR£A_NCE which will process the GOODDATA. file

f. and generate a listing of results.

This @BR/tPT PRINT S statement reverses the effects of the previous @BRKPT, so

that the accounting information will be routed to the submittal site in a normal

manner.

_ @FREE will release the VARIA_OUTPUT. file so that the @CHG following can operate

on it.

%_, @CHG,V sets up read-only protection for the VARI_NOUTPUT. file.

The @SYM statement will route a listing of VARIANOUTPUT. to the specified

!_ slte-ld. Mul_iple copies (i to 63) are specified by inserting a number between

the two commas on this card. The U option specifies that VARIA.NOUTPUT. is not

_'_ to be deleted once the @SYM process is completed (.whichwill occur if the U ls

omitted).

@FIN ends the run and routes accounting information to the submittal site.
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- Explanation of Figures3-11, 3-12, 3-13, 3-13a, 3-14, 3-15, 3-16,

Runstreams to run TAILOR

The @RUN statement specifies routine (R) priority, requests 35 kWords of memory,

and limits run time to 3 minutes with no more than 30 pages of output.

The @PASSWD is required only for batch jobs subn_tted with a card reader,

otherwise it is optional.

@CHG,Z clears the read-only protection from the user's proJ-id*ATTITL_INAL.

file.

The @ASG assigns 4 files for the exclusive use of this run. These are:

LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL., proJ-ld*ATTITUDINAL., proj-id*TAILORINPUq'., and

proJ-id*TAILOROUTPUT.

The @USE statements link up the FORTRAN unit numbers in TAILOR to the files

assigned to this run. TAILOR reads from unit 4 and writes to unit 7.

. Since the @COPY co_and cannot access the individual program elements of the

LISTEN*ATTITUDINAL. file, the @US*ER.ED file editor is used to make the transfer

• instead. TAILORINPUT. is specified as the file being edited, the ADD command

copies a source program from LISTEN*ATTITUDI_%L. The EXIT command releases

• the editor's control.

The @XQT statement cause TAILOR to begin execution. Like CLEAN, TAILOR will

read from FORTR_ unit 5, which is the NCC default for the runstream. At

least 1 record with the TAILOR control flags must follow, as described in Section

,"\ 3.4. Any SPSS source language statements to be inserted must follow the flag

t.j record, as shown in Figure 3-13a.

_ @EOF signals 'end of file' to TAILOR.

The @COPY,I can be used to take the TAILOROUTPUT. data file and include it

'_ as a program element in the proJ-ld*ATTITUDINAL file. As noted previously,
_e

the reverse case is net possible, necessitating the use of the *US*ER.ED editor.

l%e @FP_EE releases the user's ATTITUDINAL. file so that the n_xt command cani

opera=e properly on it.
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@CHG,V restores the read-only protection to the ATTITUDINAL. file.

@FIN ends the runstream and routes the Job print out and billing information

to the site of submission,

f_

,i

J
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Explanation of Figure 3-19, Sample RECODE1 Runstream

_. The required @RUN statement sets the job run priority to routine (R), requests

64 _4ords of memory, and limits run time to 5 minutes, with a maximum of fifty

pages printed output.

An @PASSWD statement is needed for batch Jobs submitted through a card reader.

Otherwise, it is optional.

!

@CHG,Z is used to remove the read-only file protection from two files, SYSFILEI.

and ZSCOKES.
[

-' @ERS erases the old contents of the above files.

The NCC SPSS utility program is assigned to this run. This is because _his
L i

processor may have been 'rolled out' if it has not been recently used. The

assignment insures that this job will not abort, with a FILE ERROR type message.

J f Files ATTITUDINAL., SYSFILEI., ZSCOR_S., and GOODDATA. are assigned co t.he run.

,=_ The @USE statements llnk the file name with the unit numbers required by The

SPSS utility. Unit. 4 is written to since a SAVE FILE or ARCHIVE FILE is used

F_ in the program. Unit 8 is the dat.a input and Unit 20 is the Z-Scores output.

I _' The statement @LIB*SFSSF-2.SPSS starts the SPSS package execution.

_ The @ADD command has the effect of adding to _he runstream, at the location of

the @ADD statement, all of the data and/or control staaements in the specified

_ file element. Thus, this is the equivalent of having the SPSS program in

_ ATTITUDINAL.RECODEI on punched cards following the @LIB statement.

_ @EOF insures that. the SPSS processer gets an end of file condition once the

_ _ SPSS program is eampletely processed.

I;_L SYSFILEI. and ZSCORES. are @FREEed so that the @CHG,V can successfully restnre

:_ the read-only file protect.ion.

I_ @FIN ends The Job, routing print-out and billing information to the site of

Job submission.
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Explanation Of Figure 3-20, Sample RECEDE2 Runstream

The @RUN statement sets the job run prlority to routine (R), reserves 64 kWords

of memory and limits run time to 5 minutes with a maximum of 40 pages of print out.
~

The @PASSWD statement is required for batch jobs submitted through a card reader,

otherwise it is optional.

@CHG,Z removes the read-only protection from file SYSFILE2.

@ERS erases the old contents off SYSFILE2.

@ASG,A assigns existing files to this job. These are: proj-id*ATTITL_INAL.

(filled by TAILOR), LIB*SPSS7-2. (the SPSS package file), SYSFILEI., SYSFILE2.

and ZSCORE5. Note that the SPSS file is assigned so that ic is sure to be

available when it is called up for execution.

' : The @USE statements llnk the assigned files to the unit numbers that SPSS

requires. Unit 3 is for the SPSS 'GET FILE' statement. Unlt 4 is for the SPSS

'SAVE FILE' or 'gAVE ARCHIVE' statement. Unit 8 is reserved as input for

raw-data-lnput files.

_ _ The @LIB*SPSST-2.SPSS calls up the statistical package for execution.

The @ADD statement has the effect of adding to the runstream the contents of

%_] the specified file element, RECODE2. Thus, this is the equivalent of having

the SPSS program RECODE2 on punch cards following the above @LIB.

_ @EOF insures that the SPSS package gets an end of file condition once it

has finished with RECEDE2.
P_
i:_ @FREE releases the SYSFILE2. file from the exclusive control of this job, so

that the following command will function properly.

[_ @CHG,V restores SYSFILE2. to read-only status.

!_'_ @FIN ends the Job, causing prlnt-out and accounting information to be routed
%$ to the site of submission.

]

)
3 --_¢
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Explanation of Figure 3-21, Sample FREQUENCIES Runs=ream

The @RUN statement sets the job run priority to routine (R), requests 64K words

of memory and limits run tlme to 8 minutes, with a ma×imum of 600 pages of

output.

@PASSWD is required for batch jobs entered on a card reader, otherwise it is

optlonai.

4
@CHG,Z removes the read-only protection from file FREQOUT.

_, @ERS erases any old contents of FREQOUT.
i ;

_-_ The @ASG assignment of LIB*SPSS7-2., the system SPSS utility, is done to insure

that i= is available for use, not rolled out.

e-

T Files SYSFILE 2., ATTITUDINAL. and FREQOUT. are assigned to =he run.

_ @USE links up the unit number that SPSS requires for the 'GET FILE', unit 3,

_ toSYSFILE2.

@BRKPT diverts the job's printed output to the FREQOUT. file. PRINTS is a

!_ temporary file created for each Job that disappears once the @FIN rou_es it for

,--, printout. No_e the syntax of this statement required tha_ the noznnal period
b

after FREQOUT should be omitted.

I

-_ @LIB*SPSS7-2.SPSS calls up the system's SPSS utility for execution.

,.._ The @ADD command has the effect of adding to the runstream the contents of the

.-_ specified file element, ATTITUDINAL.FREQUENCIES. Thus, this is the equivalent
i

of having the SFSS program in the file element on punch cards following the

above @LIB statement.
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@EOF insures that the SPSS package gets an end of file condition once the con-

tents of ATTITUDINAL.FREQUENCIES has been used.

@BRAT PRINT clears out the previous @BRKgT settings, so that the accounting

info_atlon is routed in the normal manner.

@FREE releases FREQOUT. from the exclusive control of this run, so that =he

'_' @CHG can operate on it.
i

r

! _ @CHG,V restores the read-only file protection to FREQOUT.
ir

@SYM,U sends a copy of the FREQOUT. file re =he specified site-id. The ,U
g

: option is required to keep FREQOUT. from being deleted after this process is

complete.

_ @FIN ends the job and routes job accounting to the site where the job was

entered.

Iv

[_

i
!;

3

i

%
i
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Explanation of Figure 3-22, Sample Runstream for CROSSTABS

The @RUN statement sets the job run priority to routine (R), reserves 64K

words of memory, limits run time to i0 minutes, and gives the maximum number

. of pages as 600.

@PASSWD is required for batch jobs entered through a card reader. Otherwise

it is optional,

.4

@CHG,Z removes the read only file proteccios from XTABSOUT.

@ERS erases any old contents of the file XTABSOUT.
f !

,_ The system utility LIB*SPSS7-2. is assigned with the @ASG,A so that it is sure
4 :

to be available when it is called up for execution. The other files that are

_ assigned are SYSFILE2., ATTITUDINAL., and XTABSOUT.

_+_ The @USE statement links the unit number 3, which SPSS expects for input, to

the file SYSFILE2.

@BRKPT diverts the job's print out to the XTABSOUT. file, away from the temporary

s_
_ PRINTS f11e.

_ @LIg*SPSS7-2.SPSS calls up =he system's SPSS processor for execution.

[_, @ADD will add to the runstream the con_ents of the specified file element

ATTITUDINAL.CROSSTABS. This is the equivalent to having the SPSS language

statements in thls element on punch cards following the above @LIB.

@EOF insures that the SPSS utility receives an end of file condition after it
:_3

has finished with the CRDSSTABS element.
_q

@BRKPT PRINTS restores the normal flow of output to the temporary PRINTS file,

' so that the Job accounting is handled in =he normal manner.
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@FREE releases XTABSOUT. from exclusive control of the job, so that the follow-

4. ink @CHG command can work.

. @CHG,V restores read only protecclon to the XTABSOUT. file.

@Sk'M,U sends a copy of XTABSOUT. to the specified site-id. The ,U option

indicates the normal delete action of the @SYM is not to take place.

@FIN end the job, and routes accounting information to the job submission

site.

f

t;

f_

t

I
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Explanation of Figure 3-23, Sample REGRESSIONS Runstream

--. The @RUN statement sets the job run priority to deferred (D), requests 64K

words of memory. Runtime is limited to 20 minutes, with a maximum of 600

pages printed output.

- @PASSWD is required for batch jobs entered on a card reader, and is optional

otherwise.

@CHG,Z removes the read-only protection from the REGRESSOUT. file.

' @ERS erases any old data in REGRESSOUT.

' @ASG,A assigns the system's SPSS utility (LIB*SPSS7-2.) =o this run, insuring

¢.. that it is available for use. Files SYSFTLE2., ATTITUDINAL., and REGRESSOUT.

are also assigned.

I _ @USE links the unit number 3. the unit from which SPSS expects input, to the

_ file SYSFILE2.

6_ @BRKPT diverts the run's prlntou_ away from the temporary PRINTS file to the

_ cataloged (permanent) REGRESSOUT. file. Note that the syntax requires the

#_4, absence of the normal period usually found after the file name.

_ @LIB*SFSST-2.SPSS calls up the system's SPSS processor for execution.

(,._ @ADD will add to the runstream the contents of the file element

'._ ATTITUDINAL.REGRESSIONS, ac_leg as _f its cun_=i*rs fuiluw th_ @LIB statemen_ above.

! @EOF insures that the SPSS utility receives the end of file condition once the

REGRSSIONS element is f_nished.

n

@BRKPT restores the normal flew of print ou_ to the temporary PRINTS file, so

_._ tha_ the billing information is handled normally.

}
1
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@FREE releases REGRESSOUT. from the exclusive control of this run, so that the

next command will operate on it.

@CHG,Z restores the read-only protection to the REGRESSOUT. file.

@SYM,U sends a copy of the REGRESSOUT. file to the speciEied site-id. The

,U option inhibits the @SYM's normal action of deleting the file once the

copy has heen printed.

@FIN ends the job, routing print-out and billng information to the site of

submission.

I

!

[
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Explanation of Figure 3-24, Runstream to Archive ASDAS Results

4 The required @RUN statement will set the job run priority to routine (R),

with a requested 35K words of memory, one tape drive unit, and a run time

limit of 5 minutes.

-" The @PASSWD statement is required for batch jobs entered with a card reader

and is otherwise optional.

@DELETE,C removes the specified tape name from the system. The C option

indicates that the job is to continue (not error abort) if there ia no

existing file name to delete. Removing the file here insures that the

next command will always work. This procedure does no_ affect the contents

of the tape.

i

@ASG,U assigns the tape reel indicated by =ape-num to the newly created file

# name/tape name as specified by the ,U option. The P designates the file as

public, the /W is to allow writing to the tape, //ASDAS specifies a

wrlte-key of 'ASDAS', and 36N indicates a nine track tape.

_ @USE sets up a logical llnk between the tape file and the name OUTTAPE. so

f_ that references to OUTTAPE. actually result in access to the named tape file.

This is done to make the runstream more self explanatory.

The ASDAS program and data files are assigned to this runstream.

'-_ @COPOUT (wi_h no options specifled) will copy the entire contents of the

"_ ATTITUDINAL. program files to the tape file.

n • @COPY is used to duplicate on the tape the data files created by running the

ASDASsystem.
a
(
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@REWIND performs a rewind on the tape file so that the next command can find

-_ the files Just copied to it.

@US*ER.FLIST is a utility processor that produces file listings. =he .g

option is for the brief format giving the name and type of each file on

-' OUTTAPE.

-, @FIN ends the job. routing prink out and accounting data to the site where

the run was submitted.

i

l .

e_

. /

1
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Explanation of Figure 3-25, Runstreara Co De-Archive

ASDASResults

The @RUN. sets up a routine (R)priority Job that requires 35K words of

memory and one tape drive. Five minutes of CPU time can be used before the
run will termlnate_

@PASS_ is required for batch jobs submitted with a card reader. Otherwise

it is optional.

@DELETE is used to delete the specified files if they currently exist.
The C option allows the run to continue if the files do not exist. Deleting

:] the files allows the following statements to operate successfully every time,

! preventing Job error termination.

J
@CAT ca=aloEs the specified files as disk storage files. The @ASG,U assign-

ment is not done in this case since the following COPY processors do an

automatic assign anyway.

]
i The @DELETE,O removes the tape file name from the system, if it exists, so

tha_ the ,U option oa the next command will not halt the job abnormally.

@ASG,U creates a new tape file name, and links it to the tape reel number ii

indicated. 36N specifies a 9 track tape. No wrlte-key is provided in this i

assign, since the Job only requires that the tape be read.

@USE logically links the tape file name to the designation INTAPE. Any

reference to INTAPE. from this point on will access the tape file, allowing

a more descriptive runstream.
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@REWIND insures =hat the =ape reel is ac =he s=artlng point.

@COPIN copies =he program files from =he tape Go _he indlce=ed disk files.

@COPY copies the data files from the Gape Go the disk files specified.

Note that the order of the files on =he tape as ir was _rlrten (see Figure

3-24) muse be preserved if the disk file names are to ma_ch =heir contents.

@FREE releases the Gape drive and tape reel from exclusive use of this run

since the copying is done. t_i=rin_ this will unnecessarily =is up the

Gape drive until =he run is over.

@HDG sets up a prlnr pass header as specified. Since no options are specified

date and page numbers are automatically added as well.

@PRT,T lls_s in readable for'= :h_ '" _i of._ .a._e contents' the/ =he system uses

to keep track of progra_ files. The program elemen_ names and pertinent

information are printed. No_e _hat for batch jobs the long or full format

will be printed. In demand processing jobs _he brief forma_ will be used

unless =he L option is also added.

A new @HDG heading is set up, and @PET,T is used to lls_ the '=able of

cnn=en=s _ for =he second program file.

@F_DG,N will reverse =be results of the previous @HDG, so =hag printout is no

longer given page headlnss autoeatlsally.

@SYM crea_es listlngs of the indicated files printed separately from _hls

runs_reamre prlntou= at the indicated sice-ld. The U eptlon inhibits the

normal delete action of @SYMing.

@FIN ends the Job and routes prln=ou_ and aceeuntlng information =e _he site

of Job submission. D-22



Explana=ion of Figure 3-26, Sample Runstream to Delete

LISTEN System

@RUN seas up a rou=ine (R) priority Job and requests 35K words of memory.

CPU processing time is llmi_ed to 30 seconds and 20 pages of printou_ is

specified as =he maximum.

i @PASSWD is required only for bazch johs entered "_ith a card reader, and is

optional in all other cases.

@DELETE removes all of the user created disk files from =he _ystem. celeasing

the space for other use.

@FIN ends the job and rou=es prin=ou= and accounting informa=ion =o =he si=e

where =he job was submit=ed.
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APPENDIX E UNIVAC ELL SUMiMARY

This section is intended to provide a brief description of =hose Executive Control

Language (ECL) co._.nds which are most frequently used. It is no= inaended as

an ECL M_nual. For additional information =he user should consul= =he EPA

National Computing Center User Reference _nual (8), Volume VII. Table E-1

" lists the co--eds which are discussed in this section. Figure E-2 describes

the conventions used in presenting these commands.

E.i RUN CONTROL STATEMENTS

i

This subsection contains discussions of the most commonly used statements used

in Job control.

E.l.1 The @RL_ Statement

The @RUN identifies a run and provides to =he system certain parameters necessary

for scheduling and accounting purposes. The for=_at of the @RUN Statement is:

_RUN, <p> </o>B <runid)</eore></tapes>_disk),[accoun B /<userid>. <prcj ec_</clas.>

I_nere_p_-priority.deflned as follows:

P = preferred highest priorlty/cost

R = routine standard priority/cost

D - deferred lowest prlority/cos=

= routine default

_c> = options

S = run is co be sequenced after previous run from =he input device

R -rescart run in the even= of a failure

_ <tumid) • 1-6 alphanumerl= cheraeters

<core>• _x!mum core required in decimal thousands of words (defaults:

batch - 45k, demand - 65k)

tapes = maximum number of =ape drives assigned conturremtly (defaults:

batch - 3, demand - 2)

_dlsks_ not currently used

_aecous_ - must be a valid account number

_roJect>- used by the system as a default qualifier for filenames

_elass> = class where

P = production

D = development

N,_ = unspecified
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run=ime = maximum suptime required by run in minu=es (default = 2)

- pages - oucpu= page es=ima=e (defaul= = lO0, maximum = 99999)

sCarf-time = specifies delay t/me after which run will he considered

for exeau=lon in hhmm; an inpu= of Dhhmm specifies the

wall clock rime a= which run will be considered for

execu=ion
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*F;Ihl6_£-]. ECL _gillnlnary

L T3'po Colnnland _ I)i/Lge .... l]_:il:r illl ion .

Run Control _ItUN I','-! Inlti;ll,a.s ;1 l'illl control sll'elirn

@l'_lN i,,-.1 'l'urlliinilteS a rtni celltrnl _trealn

@ADD 1_-,t Inscl'tS data or contl.'ol Btllli01nellls l'l_Oln linlitll{_i" file .

/_')STAIVI' 1':-5 Sche0ules a batch job l,rom within arl exeetitlllg Job (demand

Ov batch)

File Control _._ASG 1:,-5 ttssll;lis Ii in_lsfl stol'ngo l`ile for subsequent use by tile tun

_FREE E-7 Frees tin ussigllt_d l,llo

_USE E-8 li:[luntes 1111e×tel'nal fllesanie Io an internal, or simply il

Bhoz'tut" fl Itillll inu

@SYM E-8 Otztptlts a prhlL file to an on-_ilte o_.remote prlntei-

@QUA l., 1_-0 lit!lilieS a dt.,filull l,ilonnnle qnillil,lor

@IIRKPT E-9 Swift:lies _;tandard output unit to a tlnor specified file

_XQ'I" E-IO ExecilteS an lilisoltite elenlenl

@DATA I::-11 Allows riser lu build a dala file

(_ELT E-12 Allows until' In biiihl ii progrnnl file elelnt:nt

_ENI) E-13 End~of-data card for _l)ala or _ 17LT statement

Utility _LCOPY EiI't Copius one fllo/elt.'nient to allethof

I_'DBLE*I'E I,:-15 l)t_lull_s a file l'roln Lhe catalogue

_CIIQ 1--1(i Chanh't_:_ Illt_ ,:li_lr,lcul_cl'.ttics of _l filg

D
fl

t
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Table F--l, ECL Summary (Coatlnued)

Type Commaud Paj..c l)eseriptte,

Utility _l_I'tT lz~](i Pri,ts a file (or"an element) or its directory

L_hIOVE ._-lil Moves a tape file past a_; end-of-file mark

_:REWIND E-lfi Rewinds a tape file



E.1.2 The @F_N S_atemenc

The @FIN Statement signals that the end of a run has been reached. It must be

the las_ statemen_ of each run control stream. The format of _his statement is:

@FIN

When a @FIN statement is encountered, the Executive accounting routines are

inltla_ed in order to produce _he run session statistics.

E.l.3 The @ADD Statement

The @._DD Scatemenc provides _he capability of insercir_ ECL s=acezencs and

data images from a file into the run control stream. The f_l_ must be in =he

system dace format (SDF); i.e., must have been created by _he _US*E_.ED, _DATA,

@FILE or @ELT statements or a user program. The format o_ this ce.-_.and is:

@ADD,options_filename

where optlons =

D - allows insertion of _iles or elements under the DATA

or ELT processors.

E - re=urn control as if an @EOF had been encountered when =he

end of the file is reached.

L - lists all control statements encountered in the added file

(demand only).

P - the _ADD s_atement is to be printed in the output listlng.

Following the end of the added file the control stream is au_omatioally resumed

at the image following the @ADD statement. @ADD files may be nested co s level

of 63, i.e.,

@ADD A

A @ADD B

o
I'1
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The user must be careful not _o use statements in an inner @ADD which alter

the content of as outer @ADD.

E.I.4 The @START Statement

The @START statement allows the user _o suhm/t a run from within an operating

runs=ream (batch or demand). The slmplesc format of =his s=asemen= is:

@START, <p >/<o) B (filename) <,set>

where(p>- prloricy as discussed in E.l.1

<o_= options as discussed in E.l.l

<filename_= name of a SDF file or element creased by the @DATA, QFZLE,

@ELT or @US*ER.Y-D processors.

_e_- contains an octal number to which she condition word of the run to be

started _-lll be initially sea

If a user wishes =o change any parameters of =he @RUN Sta=emens con=aimed in the

file, a mere comblex.verslo= of =he statement may be used:

@sTAR_,_>I<o>__llen_==-N,set><Islteid><,=unld><,_o:o_nt><,;=ojec:><,r_:±re)
_sages _(/cardsX, scar t time>

where each parameter is defined above or in paragraph 9.1.1.

E.2 FILE CONTROL STATEMENTS

This section discusses the most commonly used file con=tel ssacements.

E.2.1 The @ASG Statement

The @ASS s=atemenc is used =o name an external file to be assigned to the requesting

run. The statement has =we basic formats, depending on device type:

o Mass storage -

@ASG, _)_<f!lename> _ cype>_/reservs>4/granule></maxlmum >

where o = options as follows:

C -- spee/fles =hat =he file is to he catalogued only if =he run =armlnates

with no errors.

U - specifies that the file is to be catalogued regardless of manner of

run =ermlnatlom.

R - specifies =hat the file is =e be catalogued as a read-only file.
o
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P - specifies the= che file is Co be catalogued as a public file, i,e.,

-- any run may access _he file,

D - specifies tha= the file is to 5e decatalogued only if the run cer_in_tes

with no errors.

K - specifies that the file is _o be decatalogued regardless of che

manner of eerminacion.

X - specifies the= the run is to have exclusive use of che file.

A - specifies the= the file is currently catalogued.

Y - specifies that che file is assigned solely for the purpose of.

examining ehe mas=er file dlrettory.

T - specifies chat a cempsrary file is co be crea=ed for this run only.

filename - has =he forms=

qualifier*file(cycle)/r-key/w-kay

The components of the filename are described in detail in _he E:¢ecu=ive System

Programmer's Reference }_nual. The following fields are ignored if =he file

is currently catalogued:

type = device t}_e (See NCC Users Guide_l

reserve = number of granules Co he reserved for =he file

granule - granule size

TRK (one =rack, 1792 words)

POS (one position i14, 688 words)

maximum - m_wimum number of granules to be assigned =o che file

o M_gnetic tape

_ASG,o/sub_4.filename_,c)_e/uni=s/log/noise,reell/reel2/, ,.

where o _ options from the following:

C, U, R, P, D, K, A, T as defined above.

sub - W - specifies char a wri=e ring is co be placed in the tape when mounted

E - even

Parity . 0 - odd

B -binary (no Cransla_ion)

I - translate Fielders =o BCD during write, BCD co Fielddata during read

_ype- T - specifies tape, =ype independent

16 - 7 track tape

36N - 9 track tape
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units - integer specifying the number of units

log - single character to imdicace a logical channel

noise = decimal constant specifying _inimum frame count to be read

reel/reel/ ... = specifies reel numbers (assigned by the tape librarian)
1 2

in the order to be used.

E.2.2 The @FP_EE Statement

The @FREE statement de-assigns a file when no longer needed by a run. The farmer

of the semmand is:

@EKEE, ecfilename

where the following options are available:

A - Release only the @USE-attached.name specified in filename field. Take

no other action unless indicated by other options.

B - Release the @USE-attached name specified in filename field. If this is

the only @USE-at=ached name, :-R.EEthe file.

D - Drop this catalogued file from £he master file dire=tory. In order

for this =o be accompllshed, =he file must be assigned with valid

keys, if keys exist in she master file dltector_.

I - Inhibit cataloguing of a file =hat was assigned using @ASG,C or @ASG,U.

R - Do a @FR_E, but do not release amy @USE-attached names (unless the A

opTimm is also used). Save all pertinent information to reestablish

the asslg_ment.

S - Do a @FREE of the file but retain =he physical tape unit.

X - Remove this rum's 'exclusive use_ lock from an assigned file. Take

no other action unless indicated by other options.

A file that £s named on a @FREE statement can no longer be referenced by the run;

It can, of course, be re-established by an @ASG statement, provided its facility

requirements can be met.

R.2._ The @USE Statement

The @USE control statement enables =he user to refer to any particular file by

_o or more names. The need for the addltior_l names arises from three conditions:

1. Simplify run sons=ructlon by allo_rlng the equating of an 'ex=ernal&filen_me '

to a shorter 'internal-filename'.
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2. Resolve identical filename portions to '_xternal-filename' or 'at=ached'

_lameSo

3. Connect names coded into programs to 'external-filename' or 'attached' names.

The format of the @USE statement is as follows:

@US EB<int ernsl- filename>, <external- filename>

where 'internal-filename' is the 12 character name hy which =he file is referred

to within the run or after the @USE statement in the control stream and 'external-

filename' is the name under which the file is to be assigned or is assigned (and

possibly catalogued). The 'exTernal-filename' has the standard filename format.

E.2.4 The @gYM Statement

The @gYM sit=ameer provides the user with the capability of selecting a symbiont,

or class of symblants, to print or punch selected files. When a @SY_! statement

is encountered the specified file is entered into the specified symbiont queue.

Any file which is to.he printed or punched must be scheduled for processing with

the @gYM statement. The format of the _SYM statement is:

@gym, <o_ilename>, <numb er), <d evic e- nasa>

k_ere o = a comblnasion of the following:

A - Specifies all files on the tape are to 5e printed (punched) in the order

they appear on =he tape; therefore, the file.name given on the @gYM state-

ment must be a =ape file.

C - Directs the file to the card punch at the remote site specified in =he

device field. If omitted implies printing when @SYMing to a remote site.

D - If this option is specified and the filenama is =he generic name PRINTS,

• the currsnt part of the PRLNT$ file is deleted at the time the file is

closed and no output is produced.

U - Inhibits decatalogulng of the file when processing is completed; applicable

only to user-defined files.

filename -specifies the file Go he processed and directs tape moun_ing

required. Filenamn mush be catalogued.

number -specifies the number of copies of output. This field is

smlt_ed if only one copy is required.

devlce-nama -specifies the name of the print or punch device to which

output is directed, (remote siteld or userid).
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E.2.5 The @QUAL Sta=emen=

The @QUAL s=a_emen= allows _he user _o specify e filename qualifier for implied

usage on succeeding conS:el s_a=_men_s involving filenames. The format of this

s=a _emen= is:

@QUAL_qualifier

where:

qualifier is an alphanumeric field which p:ecedes filenames separated

by an ascerlsk (*).

The following is an example of =he use of the ?.QU.%L $_=emenc: ,._QUAL HIKE

A eubsequen= use of =he filename

*COh"rROL.

would be in_erpre=ed as

}_IKZ*CONTROL,

E.2,6 The @BRI_T S=ahement

The @BK/LPT s_aCement is used _o close ou:pur _f.-a.bionc files. The s_-m_.bion_files

closed by =he @BP/_T s_a=emen_ muss h_ :h_ .-.or-_a!grin= and punch files prsiuaed

by PRINTS and PUNCH$ or alternate print :l±es produced by PR..N_£_$ and _=Lq,_.

The @BRKTT e_a_emen_ has =hree basic ._c.--..a=sas _ol_ows.

o @BRKPT'ZPRLNT$

o @BRKPT_PUNCH$

This forma= of the @BR_T s=acemen= causes :i_e curreo= normal pries of

punch file =o be closed and queued for prln=ing or punching and scarfs

a new normal prin= or punch file.

o @BN/_T_PRINT$/filename

@BR/_T_ PL_NCH$/fl i shame

This format of =he @BRKIDT s=a=emen= causes =he ¢urren= normal print or

punch =ype eu=put to a file whose name is specified in she 'filename'

field. The 'filename' muss curren=ly be assigned =o =he RUN wish =he

ProJec_-id as =he file qualifier or no qualifier.

o @B_fileeame

This for_E of _=he @BRKImT s_atemen_ causes =he al_erna_e pr!n_ or punch

file specified in _he 'filename' field =o be closed.

m If _he albeit%ate prln= or punch file was assiEned by the sys=em, =hen

file will be f_eed and queued for prin_ing or punching. If it was
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a_signed by the user, a @FREE and @SYM statement must occur to print or punch

the file, as sho%_a in the following example:

@ASG,A_0UTFIL.
@B_KPTBPRINT$/OUTFIL

@US*ER. COPIE, CK_LNFILE.

@B RKPT_PRIh_ $

_FREE_OS_FIL

@SYM, U_OUTFIL,,PR

E.2.7 The _'=XO. Statement

For execusing an absolute pragram, the following control statement is used:

_XQT, qo_ <filename>

o =Any 'options' specified are available to =he user's program by =he OPTS

Executive Request whenever it is l_itiated.

filename = 'filename.eltname/versiom'; specifying =he absolute program to st:acute.

The subfipld 'filename' is the name of the file; 'sltname/version'

identifies the element (and version, if any). In =he absence of an

absolute element, all of the relocatable elements in the file are

both collected and executed (a relocatable element may be explicitly

named on an @XQT statement, however).

E.2.8 The @DATA S_atement

The @DATA Statemen_ may be used to in=reduce standard format data files, found

in the control stream, into the system for residence on a mass-storage device.

A primary use for this feature is to allow the user =o build data files which are

actually whole or part of control streams. These files can then he called on

by the @ST_T statement to start an independent run, or by the @ADD statement for

inclusion into the current run or a subsequent run. A data file correction

feature is also available via the @DATA statement. The user can make a correction

5o an independent rum stream and then @START it, or make corrections =oa partial

stream and then @ADD It =o the run. The @DATA statement can, of course, simply

be used as a convez_e_t means of genezating and maintaining a user data file,'

rather them a con=tel-st=sam type file.
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The format of the @DATA state=nan= is:

@DATA, <o> _f llenamsl_ filename2_ sentinel
where o

L - Produce a complete listing of _he file.

U - Update. Produce a new file cycle specified by filenamel

I - Insert. Initial insertion of data into the data file

specified in filenamel .

filenamel - specifies the name of =he file to which the data Lmages following

the @DATA statement apply.

filename2 - specifies the updated file to he generated when no options are input.

sentlnal - specifies a 1 to 6 character code used =o match pairs of @END and

@DATA statements. All images 5ecu-een matched pairs of sentinels

will go into =he data file being created.

If the 'I' option is o'mi=ted, and both _5ilenamel> and_filename2)are specified,

the data images following =he @DATA control statement are interpreted as correc=ions

to_filenamsl_. A new updated file identified by <hilename2_2 is generated. If

the 'options' and _filename2) fields are o_--i=red, the 'L' option ks assumed.

4,filenam_l_21s listed but no new file is generated. The 'U' option creates a new
i
, f cycle of f-_ilename).

E.2.9 The @ELT Statement

The @ELT control statement in=reduces an element into a particular program file

from the control s_ream. It may also be used =o make corrections to a s}-mholic

eleme=t Im a program file. The element or =he corrections follow the @ELT

statement in the control scream.

The format of the @ELT statement is:

@ELT, <o>_ (filenamel_ d, filenam¢2_ ,sentinel

where o

A Absolute element

R Relocatahle element

S Symbolic element

D Data element

T Insert. Initial insertion of an element into a program file

U Update. Produce a new cycle of a symhollc element.

L Produce a lis_ing of the complete symbolic element.



The op=ions 'A', 'R', 'S', and 'D' idenclfy =he elemen= type, Types 'S'

and 'D' are both considered symbolic elements and may be corrected in _he same

_nner.

The @ELT statement indlcates the element processor which operates in one of =we

modes. It inserts new elements into the program-file from the control stream

and updates an element already in the program-file.

The_ilenamel_ fleld iden=ifles the input element 5y filename, elementname.

version and cycle (when appropriate).

When the '_' option is specified, the element in the control stream is given

the name specified in the(_llenamel_field and inserted in co the program-file

specified in the_ilenamelJ field.

When the 'U' option is specified, =he corrections in =he con=tel stream are

applied to =he elemen_ identified in =he<filename2_fleld, and a new cycle of _he

symbolic element is placed in _fi!ename 2 > , <fdlenamel> re=_ins unchanged.

When the _llenams2> field is present and the 'U' op=ien is no= spec£fied. =he

cortes=ions in the control stream are applied to _filenamel> field and inserted

_nto =he program file specified in <filename2}.

The 'L' option will produce a complete listing of a symbolic element. The

_L' option is not applicable for absolu=e or reiocatable elements.

The 'data element' may contain control statements. Therefore, the datg

followlng the @ELT,D s_atemen= must be terminated with an @LND stacemen= with

a sentinel exactly the same as found on _he @ELT.D statemen=. The sentinel

field need no= be coded (blank sentinels). It is a skx character field used ts

m_tch up pairs of @END and @ELT statements. All images between matched pairs

of sentinels w_ll go into the da=a element 5elng crea=ed. The @ELT,D statement

may be used =o inser_ @RUN or @ADD son=tel streams into a program file as elements

whZsh may be called later hy the @START or @ADD statement.

Element types 'A' and 'R' and'S' are terminated by the next nsn-@EOF control

statement in the control stream. They need no corresponding @END command.
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E.2.10 The @END Statement

The @END control statement marks the end of the data that follows a @DATA or

@ELT,O statement. The format of the @END statement is:

@El_D_<sencinel>

The sennlnel field is opcloual. I= is coded exactly the same as the corres-

ponding field on a @DATA or @ELT,D statement when being used to bracket images

of the data.

E.3 UTILITY ROUTINES

The NCC provides a set of standard File Utility Routines and Program Utility

Routines (_q/RPUR) which consists of maintenance routines for files containing

dana or programs. This paragraph discusses some of the most frequently used

commands.

E.3.1 The @COPY Co_mand

The @COPY command copies an entire file by reading =ape or mass-storage and

wrltlnE to =ape or mass-storage. @COPY manipulates both program and data files.

The only partial file operation allowed is to add an elemen6 from one mass-

snorage program file to another mass-storage program file.

The former of the @COPY statement is:

@COPY, <o) _<f ilemame _ 4 filename2>

where:

<filename_=input filename or el=name

_filename_-"output filename or eltname

and _7"

None-_l!enamel>iS copied to <filename2_

P - An entlre program file is =o be copied from filename I to

<filename2_(both of which are MASS-STORAGE files). Deleted elements are

non copied (see @DELETE), and <filename2_ is packed. The table of

con=eats for <fileDame2_ is updated. The entry point table of <filename2_

is not reconstructed and the file must he prepared by the @PREP sea=amen=

if it is to be used in a LIB statement to the MAP processor.
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The following 'options' are avallahle for dealing with elements:

.. I - The input file named _ilenamel> is source code data in System

Data file Format (SDF). These data are to be added to a program file.

The program file and the identification to be given =n the new elemest

are described in the_ilename2> as program file element/version. The

symbolic element is given a cycle number of O when it is inserted into

the program _ile.

S,R,A - These three options may 5e used singly or in combination for

copying elements from one program to another: 'S' for s>_bolic, 'R'

for reluca=able, and 'A' for absolute.

E.3.2 The @DELETE Command

The @DELETE command may be used to delete one or more entries from the master

file directory or one or more elements from a program file on mass-storage.I

,- If an entire file is deleted from mass-storage, =he storage area is released

for reuse.

If a program file element is deleted, the element table entry is flagged but _he

physical storage area on mass-storage remains assigned untll a @PACK co=_and

is found.

The @DELETE statement has _he following format:

@DELETE, <o_ _ilenamel> , <filename2_ ....<filenamen>

No options apply when deleting a catalogued file. The available options

for prngram file element deletion are S,K, and A.

Several elements nf the same type may be deleted by the same command.

Each element must he described by name and must be from the same file.

Version name should be included as needed to further identify the element.

Deletion of multiple elements in a file may be accomplished by additional

speoifleation fields to the co_m_and card (via @DELETE<filenamel_

filermm_2..._ ) where _filenamel_ is of =he form filename.el=name/verslo n

and _ilename2_ thru _filenamen_ are of =he form el_name2/verslon2°,

el_name3/verslon3,etc.

o

o
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E.3.3 The @CHG Command

The @CHG command changes =ha name and security keys (read-key, write-key) of

a catalogued file.

The format =o change the name of a catalogued file is as follows:

@CHG, _o)_ filename

Note: @C_IG for filenames is not currently implemented

See Volume 3, See=ion 4.2.15 of =ha UNIVAC Executive System Progra=mers Reference

_ianu_l for explanation of options.

E.3.4 The @PRT Co=and

The @PRT son,mend prln=s information about a file on =he contents of a source

mlement of a pro@ram file.

This con=tel statement does net llst absolute or relocs=able elements. The

@PKT statement has =he following g_neral format:

@PRT, _o) B_/ilenamel)<, filename2><, filename 2
where o =

T - List the =able of contents for the program file named in<filenamel> .

Additional program files may be specified in <filenamo2>

F - Lists directory Information about a file

No option - List the symbolic element. _llenamel_ must specify

an element name. Any number of symbolic elements may be listed by

this option.

E.3.5 The @MOVE Command

The @MOVE so=mend will move any tape file forward or backward over a specified

number of end-of-file marks.

The @MOVE state_ment has the following forx_at:

@MOVE, <o>_ 411_-namel> ,n

where o

If =he toptlo=' field is omitted =he tape is moved forward. If the

tape is to be moved ba¢kward, the option is "B".

filenamm - name of the _ape file to be positioned

m - numbez (doelma!) of end-of-file me=ks past which =he tape is to

he moved.
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E.3.6 The @RE_i'ND Corm_and

The @REWIND command rewinds a magnetic tape file to the load point. The Eormat

af _his co-_-nd is:

@_Dm , ?J]_<f ilename g < ,fi!ena=e9 ...
where

I - specifies interlock, i.e., _he peripheral unit may not be accessed

after rewind until _he operator has cleared the interlock condition.

<filename1_ - specifies _he names of _he files to he rewound.
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_CR_ - carriage return

- blank

> - item inside carats to be provided by user

> - Univac iii0 prompt character

NNMN underlined item to be entered by user

NN_ - non-underlined item response by computer

Figure E&I

Notation Conventions
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APPENDIX F GLOSSARY

Acoustioal Survey A program of measurements taken throughout

a community to determine noise levels

within the community.

Alternate Print File A user specified data file that is used

in place of =he temporary system created

PRINTS file to save the print generated
by a rum so the= it can be looked a=

la=er. The alternate file is set up by

the statement @'BRK_T PRiNTS/file-name',
and =erminated by an '@B_KPT PRINTS'
statement.

Archive To store data or a file in some safe,

permanen= manner, usually on tape.

Case The data obtained from one respondent.
Four records are used to hold the

data for each case.

Compiler A compiler is a program that prepares

a machine language program (all ones

and zeros) from a high level language
program (such as FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/I).

Disk A memory device consisting of swiftly

spinning platter coated with an easily

magnetized substance, which is read from
or written to by a moving reoording head.

Also called 'mass-storage device' because

of i=s large capacity.

Editor A program used to create and modify proEram
files and data files, at the direction
of the user.

Element A UNIVAC term which indicates a named

portion of a program file.

EXEC 8 The brand name of the operatln E system

used on the UNIVAC llO0 series computer.

The NCC L_C 8 version follows general

UNIVAC philosophy, but should he considered
unique to that site.



Field An srbi=rarily defined portion of a
data record reserved for a particular use.

File A collection of related records treated

as a unit. For UNIVAC there are two

dlstlnat types: program files and da_a
'- files. Data files differ from progr_ files in

that =hey contain no elements.

Flag A field set to indicate one of Do

possible conditions. Wi=hln a progra_,
a variable used for this purpose.

Hardware All or part of the machinery of which a

computer system is composed. This includes

the computers (CPUs), core memory, drum

and disk storage units, magnetic =ape
drives, multiplexers, modems, telephones,

terminals, card readers, card punches,
line prln:srs, etc.

Intervreter A program which _ranslates source

.. language into m_chine code and e-xecu=es
iT llne by llne.

Keys Under L_C 8, keys are passwords used to
gain access to a file. Keys may be
used =o control read or wrlte access or

both° EXEC 8 conslders keys _o be part of

the file name. They must be specified when

@ASGing the file:
@ASG,U qualifler*filename/read-key/wrlte-key.

LISTE_N Local Infcr_atlon System to Evaluate Noise.

A data gatherlng and analysis system designed

to determ/ne =he impact of noise on a co_z_unlty.

Operating Systems A collection of software that dlrects the

action of =he computer in much of =he

routine 'housekeeping' =asks. The typical

operating system includes an executive, or
supervisor routine, an input/outpu_ comtrol

routine, utilltyprograms for file h_llng,

an assembler, and one or more compilers.

Prlotlty An operating system assigned attrlbute
of a run which determines when it will he

processed. Priority depends on a number

of facCors lecludlng user-requested prlori_y,

resources sesesssry for che rum(core,

time, _ape drives, st=.) , and time of day.

e
n
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Question In this manual, refers to a question asked

.+_ by _he attitudinal survey.

Quiet Communities Program An EPA project intended to show ten,unities

how to apply the bes_ available _chniques
_o combat noise.

Recede To change all oocurences of a given value

in a survey question to some other value.

For example, ques_io_ 1 of _he at=itudl.nal

survey is receded by substi_utin_ '0.5'
for all occuramces of '95'.

Remote Site A site, located outside of _he computer

center, where hatch jobs may be submitted

and their output received. It consists of
a_ least a card reader and llne printer;

often a card punch is added.
r

[ Respondent A person who has answered a questionnaire.

+. Run A sequence of Executive Control Language
statements which is submitted to, and

processed by, E7_C8_ The first statement

of a run is always the 'KUN"s_atement and

the las_ statement is always the '@FIN'

s_atement. Collectively, the group is often
i referred _o as a 'tune,ream +.
i

Runs tream See gUN

Qualifier An additional 12 characters prefixed to a
file name to insure uniqueness. When

omi_ted, the project id from the @RUN

statemen_ is used. The qualifier and file

name are always separated with an
asterisk ,,t.

Submit Entering a runstream in_o the system for

processing by employing a card reader or
termlmal.

System Processor A utility program which opera_en on da_a.

Systems Proerammer A programmer _hose specialty is computer

opara_i_ 8 systems.

Utility P_ogra_ Any useful prosra_maintalned and supplied
by the compu=er centar, for _he benefi=
of the user.
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Variable In _hls manual, da_a from _he attitudinal

survey =hat is used in the SPSS da_a

analysis.

Simple variables are variables in which the

data comes from only one survey question
(e.g., =he variable RTHQg).

Compound variables are variables in which

_he da_a from a number of survey variables
are combined (e.g., the variable pUBSERV).
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